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Wildfire danger increasing 
across U.S., federal official 
tells Reno audience 

By Jeff Del ong • jdelong@rgj.com •March 30, 
2010 

A combination of forest restoration projects, 
creation of communities that can survive fire and 
aggressive fire fighting will be needed as wildfire 
danger increases across the country, the chief of the 
U.S. Forest Service said Tuesday. 

Wildfires are getting larger and burning more 
fiercely, Tom Tidwell told a Reno conference of 
wildfire experts. 

Warming climate and increasing development near 
forested terrain will result in increasingly 
dangerous fire behavior, Tidwell , chief of the Forest 
Service since June 2009, said. 

"The fire behavior that we're seeing, that people say 
surprises them, that is what we should expect," 
Tidwell said. "I think we should no longer be 
surprised." 

Climate change, Tidwell said, is "one of the major 
drivers" in drying overgrown forests drying and 
make them susceptible to insect attack, with 17 
million acres of pine forest across the interior West 
dead or dying due to bark beetles. 

"In terms of fire fuel, we're in a whole new era," 
Tidwell said. 

Serious wildfire years such as 2007, when more 
than 9 million acres burned nationwide, could soon 
be surpassed by seasons consuming 12 to 15 

Advertisement 

million acres , Tidwell said. 

The danger is increased as more people move 
closer to fire-prone public land. Between 1990 and 
2000, 28 million housing units were built within 30 
miles of national forests, he said. Now nearly 
70,000 communities across the country are deemed 
at risk from wildfire, Tidwell said. 

Tidwell says forest restoration projects are crucual 
to thin overgrown forests and treat the landscape 
with prescribed fire. 

Between 2001 -- when Congress adopted the 
National Fire Plan -- and 2008, nearly 30 million 
acres of federal land were treated to prevent fire. 
Tidwell said at that pace, it will take 35 years to treat 
the amount of terrain needed. 

"It is essential we build support for the type of 
treatment that has to occur," Tidwell said. 

Also needed are "fire adaptive communities" by 
using fire-resistant building materials and creating 
defensible space, a responsibility Tidwell said will 
fall on homeowners. 
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National Recreation Advocacy Group Applauds Lawmakers Stance 
Against USFS De-Facto Wilderness Policy 

by Jon Crow·ley on 21/04/ 10 at 8:24 am 

POCA TELLO, ID (April 21 }-The BlueRibbon Coalition, a national recreational advocacy group, today 
applauded a group of 18 lawmakers who sent a letter to U.S. Forest Service Chief Tom Tidwell challenging the 
agency' s ability to manage lands as "de-facto" Wilderness. The Coalition, as well as recreationists across 
Montana and Northern Idaho, has been opposing an attempt by the U.S. Forest Service Region 1 to manage all 
Recommended Wilderness Areas (RWAs) in a de-facto Wilderness state, which bans all motorized recreation 
and mountain bike use . 

BRC's Executive Director, Greg Mumm said " Only Congress can designate Wilderness, which makes sense 
because Wilderness is the most restrictive land management designation on the planet. It is not wise, nor legal, 
for any federal land management agency to establish de-facto Wilderness areas. We are pleased to see 
members of Congress remind the U.S. Forest Service of this important fact." 

The letter was spearheaded by Natural Resources Committee ranking member Doc Hastings (WA) and Rob 
Bishop (UT), National Parks, Forests and Public Lands Subcommittee ranking member. The letter noted " It is a 
baseless, twisted reading of the law to suggest that Congress intended to allow an agency to administratively 
declare an area as recommended for wilderness designation and then to manage that area exactly as if Congress 
had taken action to make such a designation." 

The letter was at least partly in response to an earlier letter sent to Chief Tidwell in support of the Region 1 
Policy. That letter was organized by Representative Raul Grijalva (AZ), Chairman of the House Natural 
Resources Subconunittee on National Parks, Forests and Public Lands. Grijalva and 72 Representatives 
requested Tidwell expand its Region 1 guidance across all USFS managed lands. 

Mumm noted that the policy suggested by Representative Grijalva creates a situation where currently 
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authorized motorized and mechanized recreation does not preclude lands becoming R WA' s - but then 
mandates those uses be all but eliminated. Mumm said, " Since the existing uses do not stop the lands from 
being recommended as Wilderness, then certainly those historic activities should be allowed to continue until 
Congress acts." 

Munun also stressed that a " de-facto" Wilderness policy precludes collaborative solutions such as those 
reached in recent land use legislation. " Such a policy presupposes the agency's desires on what is properly 
between Congress and the American people. By doing so, it eliminates the opportunity for motorized and 
mountain bike users to reach acceptable compromise with State and local governments, Wilderness advocates, 
and other stakeholders." 

MORE INFO ON THE WEB: 

Letter to Chief Tidwell 
http://www.sharetrails.org/uploads/Bishop Let1er to Tidwell re R WA issue.pdf 

Previous BRC Nationwide Action Alert 
http://wv\W.shaJetrails.org/alerts/?alert= 1107 

Congressman Grijalva's Dear Colleague Letter 
http://www.sharetrails.org/public- lands/?section= Letter 01 

### 

The BlueRibbon Coalition is a national recreation group that champions responsible recreation, and encourages 
individual environmental stewardship. It represents over 10,000 individual members and 1,200 organization 
and business members, for a combined total of over 600,000 recreationists nationwide. 1-800-258-3742. 
www.sharetrails.org 
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Brandborg: Tester Logging Bill Threatens Our National Forests 

e« By Matthew Koehler, New West Unfiltered 3-25-10 

Stewart M Brandborg, a fourth-generation Montanan, is a founding member of the Last Best Place 
Wild/and Campaign. "Brandy" grew up in Montana 's Bitterroot Valley, where his father served as 
the Supervisor of the Bitterroot National Forest f rom 1935 lo 1955. Brandy spent over a decade 
researching wildlife in the Bob Marshall, Selway-Bitterroot and Frank Church-River of No Return 
Wilderness areas and he was later employed as a wildlife biologist with the Forest Service and state 
wildlife agencies in Montana and Idaho. From I 964 lo I 976, Brandborg served as executive director 
of The Wilderness Society. Brandborg played an instrumental roll in the passage of America 's 
Wilderness Act in 1964 and other landmark public land legislation, including groundwork for the 
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act. - mk 

Tester Logging Bill Threatens Our National Forests 
By Stewart M. Brandborg 

I am a fourth-generation Montanan who grew up in a U.S. Forest Service family. Guy Brandborg, my 
father, served as Supervisor of the Bitterroot National Forest from 1935 to 1955. I still fondly 
remember Gifford Pi.nchot, during one of his last western trips, visiting my father in front of our 
fireplace. And, I still marvel at Bob Marshall's one-day hike from White Cap Creek on the Selway 
River up and over the Bitterroot Divide down Boulder Creek in time to join my family around the 
dining room table for supper. 

After earning my Masters degree in Forestry and Wildlife Management in 1951, I worked over 12 
years as a wildlife biologist with the Forest Service and state wildlife agencies in Montana and Idaho. 

I was associated over 20 years with The Wilderness Society, including serving as its executive director 
from 1964 to 1976. In these years, I was privileged to advocate for the protection of our public lands 
legacy, presenting the case for wildland preservation across the nation. During my tenure, the U.S. 
Congress passed landmark public lands legislation, including the Wilderness Act of 1964, and laid the 
groundwork for the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act. 

For 70 years now, I have been involved with public lands issues. With this background, it is with deep 
personal concern that I share serious reservations about Sen. Jon Tester's Logging and Recreation Bill, 
S. 1470. 

Despite the best intentions of Senator Tester, this ill-advised measure, as written, poses a serious threat 
to our National Forests and other publicly-owned lands. Specifically, the logging mandated by S. 14 70 
is unprecedented and represents an unscientific override of current forest planning, leading the head of 
the Forests Service to tell the Senate Committee at last December's hearing that the logging levels in S. 
1470 are unachievable and unsustainable . 

I also agree with the Forest Service that unfunded mandates in this bill would result in other National 
Forests in Montana and the region having their funds raided to support excessive logging on the 
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Beaverhead-Deerlodge. The Forest Service described this serious concern as " balkanization" of our 
national forest system. 

The Tester bill is described by supporters as the product of collaborative effort that brought all 
stakeholders together in its drafting. In fact, the Beaverhead-Deerlodge portion of the bill was 
originally conceived and contrived by a few logging mills and a few conservation groups. 

The initial deliberations of the Beaverhead Partnership excluded major players - the US Forest service, 
local county governments, watershed and irrigation interests, local and state land, wildlife, and 
wilderness interests, and a broad segment of other user groups - who have concern for the long-term 
protection of our National Forests. 

Back in September, I, with a delegation including scientists and a retired Forest Service ranger, met 
with Senator Tester's staff in an attempt to improve the bill. While we appreciated the meeting, our 
suggestions and concerns have been ignored. Unfortunately, this appears to be typical treatment of 
those concerned about S. 14 70. If you support the bill, you are welcomed into the collaboration. If you 
have concerns with the bill, too bad. This is not how America's public lands should be managed. 

If Congress were to endorse Senator Tester's bill as written, over 100 years of federal resource 
protection laws, set in place through the bipartisan actions of 50 Congresses, could be overridden by 
any interest group that gains the ear of any Congressman or Senator. We need not open this Pandora's 
Box of special loopholes and subsidies for a handful of corporations. We need not forsake our 
remaining public wild lands heritage. 

There are plenty of needed, well-paying forest jobs in road reclamation, watershed restoration and 
replanting with native species. These forest restoration jobs promote steady flows of pure water for 
improved wildlife habitat, better fishing and hunting, irrigation and community water supplies and 
continued sustainable harvests from our fiber producing lands. Fuels reduction projects within 
community protection zones will, based upon best available science, most efficiently and effectively 
protect homes and lives while providing even more jobs. 

In years past, Congress responded to the voice of the American people and protected our public lands 
legacy from raids by special interest groups. I hope we can stop Senator Tester from breaking up 
America's National Forest system for local commercial interests. 

Stewart M Brandborg lives in the Bitterroot Valley with his wife, Anna Vee. In 2001 he received the 
Robert Marshall Award, - The Wilderness Society's highest honor - for his notable influence on 
American's Wilderness legacy. [End of article] 
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·udall blasts delay tactics of Senate GOP 

'Who wants to work around rules like that when you've got fire season looming?' 

By David 0. Williams 3/24110 5:02 PM lao1cc 11 TwEeTI 

Democratic U.S. Sen. Mark Udall Wednesday blasted the "obstructionist" tactics of Republicans angered by 
the passage of health care reform who are crippling the legislative process using an obscure rule to block 
hearings on Democrat-sponsored bills. 

For the second day in a row, Republicans successfully canceled a Senate Energy and Natural Resources 
Committee hearing on Udall 's National Forest Insect and Disease Emergency Act, which would provide more 
funds to the Forest Service to mitigate the fire danger posed by Colorado ' s ongoing pine bark beetle epidemic. 

State Sen. Dan Gibbs, D-Silverthorne, whose mountain district has been ravaged by a more than 90 percent 
mortality rate in huge swaths of national forest, flew to Washington at his own expense- a $600 roundtrip- but 
had to return before he could testify. 

" If Republican leadership had any idea of what we are facing in Colorado with this epidemic, they would stop 
these games now and let us do our jobs and help Colorado with this serious issue," Gibbs said in a release. A 
former wildland firefighter, Gibbs has been very active on both the state and national beetle-kill-mitigation 
front. 

The issue is largely nonpartisan in Colorado, where every passing fire season brings more and more concern 
about potentially catastrophic blazes in and around the state 's mountain communities. Finding funds to thin 
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dead forests close to towns, ski resorts and reservoirs has been a top priority for Udall dating back to his days in 
the U.S. House. 

" We had a year-long debate on health care insurance reform," Udall said on a conference call with reporters 
Wednesday. " There were over 100 amendments included in the bill itself that were introduced by Republicans. 
It was controversial and contentious, but we resolve our difference at the ballot box on Election Day and we 
resolve our differences in Congress by holding up or down votes." 

Udall said playing games with public safety was a dangerous gambit for Republicans, especially using an arcane 
rule that allows members of the Senate to object to any hearing starting after 2 p.m., as well as any hearing that 
starts two hours after a Senate session begins. 

Udall said an Armed Service Committee hearing on the 2011 budget and military strategy in the Pacific was 
canceled over the objections of ranking Republican Sen. John McCain, who asked for an exception. Two 
generals and an admiral traveled from Korea, Hawaii and Nebraska to testify. 

Udall said a Veteran' s Affairs Committee hearing on plans to end homelessness among veterans and a 
Committee on Environment and Public Works hearing on improving energy security and the environment 
through transportation policy were both cut short because of the two-hour rule. 

" That' s the definition of an arcane rule, but one that could create great mischief as it has over the last few 
days," Udall said. " Who wants to work around rules like that when you' ve got fire season looming?" 
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us 
Feinstein Holds Hearing on FY 2011 Budget Request for U.S. Forest Service 
Author: Sen. Dianne Feinstein's office 
Published on Mar 17, 2010 - 7 :08:50 /lM 

Washington, DC Mar. 17, 2010 a€' U.S. Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) today chaired a hearing on the President's Fiscal Year 
2011 budget request for the U.S. Forest Service. Senator Feinstein chairs the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on the Interior, 
Environment and Related Agencies. U.S. Forest Service Chief Tom Tidwell was the primary witness. 

During the hearing, Chairman Feinstein touched on the following topics: the Forest Service's proposed new Integrated Resource 
Restoration account, firefighting and prevention budgets, Quincy Library Group, and other Forest Service operating programs. 

Following are Senator Feinstein's remarks prepared for delivery: 

"Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. On behalf of the Interior Appropriations Subcommittee, I welcome you to our hearing on the 
Fiscal Year 2011 budget request for the U.S. Forest Service. 

I'm pleased to welcome Tom Tidwell, the new Chief of the Forest Service. 

Chief Tidwell , this is the first time you've had the opportunity to testify before the Subcommittee, so I want to say how much I am 
looking forward to working with you. And given all the changes proposed in your budget request, irs clear that we have a lot to 
discuss. 

The President's request provides $5.38 billion for the Forest Service, an increase of $61 million, or 1 percent, over the Fiscal Year 
2010 enacted level. 

Despite the constraints reflected in this budget, I am pleased to see a number of important programs receive increases. 

In particular, the budget request provides a total of $2.64 billion for all wildland fire activities, an increase of $129 mllion over the 
enacted level. Thars a 5 percent increase. \Mthin that amount, hazardous fuels reduction activities are funded at $349 rrillion, roughly 
equal to this year's level. 

The budget also proposes $1 .59 billion to fund operations for the nation's forests and grasslands, a 2 percent increase. 

State and private forestry programs receive a 4 percent increase, for a total of $321 mllion. And land acquisition programs increase by 
16 percent, for a total of $7 4 million. 

There are also a number of program cuts. 

Funding for construction and maintenance of facilities, roads and trails is cut by 21 percent compared to the enacted level, for a total 
of $438 million. 

Most notably, road construction and maintenance is cut by 31 percent, for a total of $164 mllion. This cut comes despite the fact that 
the Service reports a $3 billion backlog in road maintenance as part of its budget request. 

Finally, funding for State and volunteer fire assistance programs is slashed by 29 percent, for a total of $57 million. 

Turning to the details, I'd like to focus in particular on two major changes that are part of this request. One is the proposal to combine 
several of the agency's land management programs into a new Integrated Resource Restoration account The other is a major 
restructuring of the agency's fire preparedness and suppression accounts. 

Starting with wilcland fire programs, the budget requests a total of $1 .5 billion for fire suppression activities. That's an increase of $90 
million a€' or 6 percent a€' over the enacted level. 

That amount includes $1.2 billion as part of fire suppression account and $333 million that has been shifted to the preparedness 
account. 

For years, the Forest Service has been charging a portion of its preparedness costs to the fire suppression account, hiding the true 
cost of the agency's readiness needs. I am pleased to see this Administration shift funds to properly pay for these activities within the 
preparedness account a€" where they belong. 
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,A.II told, the budget requests $1 billion for firefighter salaries, training and equipment, a 49 percent increase compared to 2010. 

While I do support the level provided in this budget for fire suppression, I am concerned that this request divides firefighting funds into 
three overly complicated accounts. The request includes: 

A $595 million for base fire suppression programs; 

A $291 million for the FLAME Fund ~ passed by Congress last year a€' which the Secretary can use to cover the cost of fighting 
large wildfires; and 

A $282 million for a third account a€' the Wildland Fire Contingency Reserve a€" which is a reserve fund that can only be accessed 
by Presidential declaration. 

I'm afraid I just don't understand the need to have three separate fire suppression accounts, so I look forward to having the chance to 
discuss your proposal further. 

AA even more significant change in this budget is the proposal to merge three National Forest System programs to create a new, $694 
million dollar line item called the 'Integrated Resource Restoration' program. 

I understand that the Administration has proposed this initiative to provide flexibility to fund restoration work it plans to do on the 
ground. However, I'm concerned that the budget request leaves a lot of questions unanswered. 

First, I would like to talk about why the Administration feels such a significant restructuring of the budget is necessary to accomplish 
your restoration goals. I am concerned that collapsing three programs into one huge new account would reduce transparency and 
accountability regarding how program dollars are spent. 

I'd also like to <iscuss how the Forest Service proposes to allocate funds for this new initiative 8€" particularly how the agency plans 
to implement a new, $50 million dollar Priority Watersheds and Jobs Stabilization initiative to fund large-scale restoration projects and 
create jobs in rural communities. 

Finally, I'd like to discuss the impact that these proposed changes will have on the availability of timber supply from national forests. 
Chief Tidwell, I am hoping you can provide some clarity on exactly how much timber the Forest Service plans to produce in Fiscal 
Year 2011 . I'd also like to talk about how your agency plans to implement such a large increase in the use of stewardship contracting. 

These are important questions which I hope you and your staff will help us work through as we begin the process of drafting an 
appropriations bill . I also look forward to discussing a number of issues that are important to national forests in California this morning. 
Now I'd like to turn to my Ranking Member, Senator ,AJexander, for any comments that he wishes to make." 

© Copyright YubaNet.com 
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Stimulus funds going to slashed programs 
By Matt Kelley, USA TODAY 

WASHINGTON - More than $3.5 billion in !'<<:..Ct•l'Jm • '"'t .i::. flrlds 
are going to programs that President ).,3~,1c: wants to eliminate or 
trim in his new budget. 

The presidert's budget released this month recommends getting rid of 
Army Corps of Engineers' drinking-water projects, which got $200 
milion in stin~ fll"lds, and a L 2 Jepartme:it :.; 1\gricJ!t1.. ~ flood
prevertion program, wtich received $290 milion from the stin~. a 
USA TODAY review of stimuus spending reports show. 

ONE YEAR LATER: ~··1-.-<Ji.Eo s;,e· """'- t-r-=:Fa~ l 
STOCKS CLOSE LOWER: [.-,. 'l<!rl'- «'..:J':al<;; .::;~ ·~·! si:!TI.;} • 

The administration's budget plan says the corps ard ~ ·· .... programs are inefficient 
and duplicate similar, more effective wor1< by other agencies. The proposed cl.is 
indicate the programs shoudn't have gotten money from the $862 billion stimulus 
package, said Tom Schatz of the non-partisan budget watchdog Citizens Against 
Government waste. 

"It's certainly inconsistent, and it would have been better to have this realization a year 
ago." Schatz said. "Bli if inconsistency means they're going to cli the programs, it's 
OK It's the other way around that bothers us." 
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·"it .P '> ·t..;e budget office spokesman Thomas Gavil said the administration wasn't being inconsistert. Unlike the am.el spending bills, the corps and 
USDA programs in the stin~ law didn't mandate firding for specific projects selected by members of Congress, Gavin said in an e-mail. That allowed 
agencies to "invest (stimulus) funds where they can do the greatest good," Gavin said. 

The stimulus law. however, reqlires the corps' stimulus money to be spert orly on projects that Congress had previously approved for furding. 

Obama's proposed budget also includes $334 milion in cl.is to programs that got more than $3 billion in stimuus money. They include: 

• A $100 million cli in flrding for mairtenance and construction in national forests. The Forest Service got $650 mllion for such projects in the stimulus 
package, of wtich $55.6 million has been spert, according to USDA reports. The IJl.hte House budget says the Forest Service doesn't need as much 
money because it is bl.ildirg fewer roads. 

• A $44 million decrease in furding for an Interior Departmert program to thin trees and brush on federal land to mitigate wildfires. The stimulus provided 
$15 miHion for the program. The administration says it is reorganzing the program, which has been less effective than it shoud be because it didn't focus 
on preventing the fires most likely to threaten homes. 

Obama signed the stimuus package a year ago today, an occasion that the admitistration is mar1<ing with everts at the 111/hite 1-t>use today and across the 
country this week. 

Stim.llus spending: A year later 

A year ago today, President Obama signed the economic stimuus bill, which the '' ~1'9·~$$<'>' ,,, o"j;:;d vtl c.:- now says wi• cost $862 billion. The law 
provides $626 billion in spending ard $236 billion in tax cl.is. USA TODA Y's Matt Keley looks at where the bulk of the money has gone so far in some of 
the largest sperding programs. 

Total 
funding 
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EDUCATION 

$98.2 billion 

ENERGY 

$33 billion 
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TRANSPORTATION SAFETY NET 

$48.1 btl6on $207 bimon (estirrate) 
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:::_ $69.3 bilon 

Amount 
paid out $323 binion 

$20.4 bi lion 

$1 . 1 bih1on 

Status 

What's 
next 

The largest share cl education money Abol.t hal cl the energy fl.l'ldirg, $16.8 
spent so far, $19 6 bimon, went 1o stale bi lion, is for energy elficlency and 
~rnments as part of the State Fiscal renewable energy projects, includtng SS 
Stabliization Fund. States can use that billion to make low-income housing more 
money 1o shore up budgets for schools and energy efficient Only about $687 rri llion of 
other essential seNices. that money has been spert 

The Education Departmeri plans to The Enefgy Departmeri this year .,..., fllld 
anr10\ree in eartv April the first rollld cl carbon sequestration projects from arrong a 
grants under Race to the Top, a $4.4 billion dozen awarded prelirrinary i~strrents 
program distributing money to states with Carbon sequestration captures carbon 
innovative school irnpr011ement plans. Forty dioxtde produced by industry for reuse or 
states and D.C. applted for a share of the permanent storage. There's $1 4 btllion 1n 
money. available funding. 

$34. 1 bilion 

$8.6 bilkon 

The Transportation Departmeri has $23.9 
bil1on ln the pipe~ne for higl?Nay 
construction and has spent $6 1 bin1on so 
far. The adrrinistration tn January 
announced SB biftion in grants for 13 
higtl-speed rail projects. 

The Transportation Departrrent plans next 
rmnh to redistritllie al slirnAus ftrds for 
highway projects that didn1 get spent or 
allocated by loday. Mass trans~ funds 
rrust be awarded by March or the 
department will redistribute that money, 
too. 

$120.2 bilion 

$103.9 biNion 

The package increased federal 
payl'Tll!f1s to slates for Medicaid and 
une!Tployment insurance and boosted 
spending on food starrps 
Une!Tployment insurance payments 
were $10 bllkon higher in 2009 than 
originally estimated. 

The increased federal Medicaid 
payments to slates under the stimulus 
package are set to e>ipire at the end of 
the year. 1-tlwever, the additional funds 
for food starrps and unerrpioyment 
Insurance payments v.ouid continue. 

Sources: Congressional Budget Offlce; stimulus spencfng reports by the Departments of Agriculture, Defense, Education, Energy, Health and Human 
SefVices, Labor and Transportation. 

Find this article at: 
http:J/vmN usatoday corn'news/washington/2010.02-17-stimulus-funds_N.htm 
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Environmental Groups Sue Over Tongass Timber Sale 
Environmental groups file lawsuit in Alaska over contentious Tongass timber sale 

By MARY PEMBERTON 

The Associated Press 

ANCHORAGE, Alaska 

1bree environmental groups are going to court to try and stop a particularly contentious timber sale of old-growth trees in the country's 
largest national forest. 

Greenpeace, Cascadia Wildlands and the Tongass Conservation Society filed the lawsuit Monday in U.S. District Court in Anchorage. It 
alleges that the U.S. Forest Service failed to comply with federal environmental laws in approving the Logjam timber sale last year in the 
Tongass National Forest. 

The lawsuit alleges that the Forest Service failed to consider the Logjam timber sale's impact on wolves, deer and sahnon in that part of the 
Tongass. It asks the court to force the Forest Sercice and its contractors to stop work on the project on 3,422 acres and send it back to the 
agency to make it comply with federal laws. 

Attorneys for the agency in Juneau were evaluating the lawsuit and it was too soon to comment, said Ray Massey, Forest Service 
spokesman for the Alaska region. 

The Forest Service in December put about one-third of the Logjam timber targeted for harvest out for bid. Viking Lumber Co. was the only 
bidder. Critics maintain that the Logjam timber sale was designed to keep Viking, one of the few commercial timber mills still operating in 
southeast Alaska, in business. 

"The ink is barely dry on the final offering and already these groups are chomping at the bit to destroy production and prosperity," said Rep. 
Don Young, R-Alaska. 

Young said the timber sale would provide between 25 1 and 356 jobs and he will work to ensure the project goes forward, despite the 
lawsuit. 

1ne Forest Service last year approved the Logjam timber sale on Prince of Wales Island at 73 million board feet - near the high end of 
several options. The decision angered environmental groups that worked with the Forest Service and wanted half that amount. 

The groups that filed the lawsuit were not among those that negotiated with the Forest Service on Logjam. 

The area already is heavily logged, the groups said, and wildlife need the old-growth buffers that remain for shelter and safe travel. 

Carol Cairnes, president of the Tongass Conservation Society, said she explored the groves last fall. 

"Without this old-growth, the deer have little shelter in the winter. Then the wolves are short on prey, and people are short on subsistence 
meat," she said. 

Of concern to the groups is the impact on Sitka black-tailed deer, the primary food source for Alexander Archipelago wolves. The 
subspecies of gray wolf has been considered for listing under the Endangered Species Act. The lawsuit states that the Forest Service's 
environmental work ignored how the loss of habitat will affect deer and wolves. 

The groups a lso take issue with the miles of roads required for the project. According to the lawsuit, five miles of permanent roads and 17 
miles of temporary roads will be needed. 

Cascadia Wildland's Gabe Scott said the logging roads on Prince of Wales Island are in disrepair and are killing salmon because of blocked 
culverts. The Logjam area already contains 125 to 151 miles of Forest Service roads, the lawsuit said. 

"Roads, especially badly maintained ones, are sahnon killers," Scott said. 

Copyright 2010 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. 771is material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed. 
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Oklahoma Sen. Tom Coburn criticizes off-roading limits in 
Ouachita National Forest 
BY CHRIS CASTEEL Conrnents 1 
Published: January 12, 2010 

WASHINGTON - Sen. Tom Coburn on Monday criticized a U.S. Forest Service 
decision to ban most cross-country travel by off-road vehicles in the Ouachita National 
Forest. 

Coburn, R-Muskogee, said the decision, which will take effect this spring, would have 
"a devastating impact on the economy in Southeast Oklahoma." 

He said, "I'm outraged by Forest Service's Washington-knows-best attitude and total 
disregard for the Oklahomans whose livelihoods depend on tourism in the Ouachita 
National Forest area." 

Under the decision announced last week, under development for four years beginning 
under the Bush administration, there will be designated routes for off-road vehicles. 
Those wanting to use those routes will have to get a map from a ranger's office and 
make sure they comply with the designations. 

Forest Supervisor Norm Wagoner said in a prepared statement that most riders of 
off-road vehicles had ridden "legally and sensibly and have been responsible in their 
use of the National Forest." 

"But in order for the forest to balance the desires of off-highway riders with the 
responsibility to maintain a healthy and sustainable forest, it required a project like this 
that took a hard look at the problems and then designated routes that allow access, 
protect against damage and result in a sustainable travel system," Wagoner said. 

The Forest Service's approach to the matter, Coburn said, had been "a case study in 
bureaucratic incompetence and arrogance." 

He said, "This plan will not only hurt the economy of Southeast Oklahoma but will also 
hurt the very forest they are trying to protect. 

"Mass road closures will result in greater concentration of off-highway vehicles in 
limited areas, resulting in greater damage to the forest." 

1/ 13/2010 1:30 PM 
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New Senate Bill Aims to End 'War' Over Eastern Ore. 
Forests 
By NOELLE STRAUB of Greenwire 

Sen. Ron Wyden (D-Ore.) today unveiled legislation to revamp management of 8.3 million acres in 

six national forests in eastern Oregon with the backing of both timber and conservation groups that 

have long battled over the land. 

Wyden, chair of the Senate subcommittee that oversees forests, said the bill (pdf) is meant to 

resolve decades of "war" over Oregon's forests that have left them "choked" and unhealthy. 

"This bill is also going to provide the long-term certainty required to restore each of the six east-side 

national forests, protect our most sensitive environmental assets and restore countless jobs in ... 

rural communities that are literally hanging on for their economic survival by their fingernails," 

Wyden said. 

He acknowledged that the bill, which requires timber harvest on hundreds of thousands of acres in 

its first three years, would face "significant challenges" but noted the range of groups backing the 

bill. They include the industry group American Forest Resource Council and owners of several 

timber companies, along with Oregon Wild, the Nature Conservancy, Pacific Rivers Council, 

Defenders of Wildlife and the National Center for Conservation Science and Policy. 

Officials from several of the groups who joined Wyden at a press briefing said the past decades have 

been frustrating but that the new bill would bring stability to management of the state's forests. 

The bill would affect forests east of the Cascades. The Forest Service would have two years to 

perform an assessment of forests and watersheds in eastern Oregon, resulting in a 10-year plan to 

restore their health, and another year to begin restoration projects. The bill would direct the Forest 

Service to focus on landscape-scale projects of at least 25,000 acres in each national forest. 

During those three years, administrative appeals of timber sales would be prohibited and the Forest 

Service would be required to thin a minimum number of acres -- 80,000 acres the first year, 

100,000 the second year and 120,000 the thi~d. 

The legislation also would create a new "objection process" aimed at expediting administrative 

challenges. Before the agency could issue a final decision on a project, anyone who had submitted 

comments during the project's development would have 30 days to object to the proposed decision. 
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The agency then would make a final decision within 30 days. 

The measure would encourage "collaborative groups" that include industry and conservation 

officials to assist the agency in carrying out the bill's provisions. It would also establish a scientific 

panel to advise the agency. 

The measure also would establish protections for large trees with a diameter of 21 inches measured 

at breast height, although exemptions would be made for actions that would improve forest health, 

reduce "uncharacteristic" risk from fire or insects, or for safety. It also calls on the Forest Service to 

develop experimental projects to protect trees more than 150 years old. 

The bill also would limit road building and seek an overall net reduction in roads, and enact 

watershed protections. 

Click here (pdf) to read the legislation. 

Copyright 2009 E&E Publishing. All Rights Reserved. 

For more news on energy and the environment, visit www.greenwire.com. 
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Foes Unite to Support Bill on Old-Growth Forests 
By LESLIE KAUFMAN 

Calling a truce in a long and bitter battle, timber executives and environmentalists united 

Wednesday in supporting legislation to codify and expand current protections for old-growth forests 

on federal land in eastern Oregon. 

After nearly eight months of talks, representatives of both groups joined Senator Ron Wyden, 

Democrat of Oregon, at a news conference in Washington as he introduced a bill that would ban 

cutting of trees more than 21 inches in diameter and protect delicate watershed areas. 

Such prohibitions are already in place in many forests but are administrative in nature rather than 

mandated by law, and subject to rollback at any time. 

In return for their support for such limits, which they had previously fought, timber groups were 

promised steady, unimpeded access to younger trees as part of a broader program to assure the 

health of the forests and fire prevention. 

The bill will also limit construction of permanent and temporary roads, while seeking to cut the 

overall number in forested areas. The legislation applies to six national forests spanning nearly 10 

million acres east of the Cascades. 

Timber executives said the guarantee of reliable access to timber and an understanding that more 

money would go to forest management led them to soften their stance on the regulations. 

In a written statement, Tom Partin, president of the American Forest Resource Council, cited 

Senator Wyden's "personal commitment to aggressively pursue increased federal forest 

management funding and provide needed oversight." 

The fight over the old growth forests in Oregon, sometimes ferocious, stretches back three decades. 

In 1991, a federal judge blocked all logging of old-growth timber on national forests in the Pacific 

Northwest to protect the habitat of the northern spotted owl. A furor ensued as the logging industry 

argued that it would lose thousands of jobs. 

Since then numerous federal rules have been added on how the forests can be logged. Along with 

lawsuits and low timber prices, the restrictions have forced many mills out of business. 
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Both sides have gradually come to see preservation of the mills as a shared issue. 

Still, to forge a consensus on the legislation, Mr. Wyden had to put aside attempts to regulate forests 

on the wetter western half of the state, where much of the old-growth forest remains and the logging 
industry is healthier. 

Environmentalists praised the bill nonetheless, noting not just the legal prohibitions on logging but 

also the positive mandate to manage the forest for health and preservation. 

"The nutshell that is different is that they will be planning for restoration projects rather than 

timber sales," said Sean Stevens, a spokesman for Oregon Wild, one of the conservation groups who 
helped negotiate the agreement. 

Josh Kardon, Mr. Wyden's chief of staff, said he hoped that the deal would pave the way for greater 

trust and for cooperative management of the forests. 

"These parties have been at war for three decades, so this is big in and of itself," he said. "But the 

significance could be quite a bit larger if we could get people not used to working together to work 
together.' 

Copyright 2009 The New York Times Company 
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Back to Forest Service drawing board 
Coult ruling requires an updated national plan 
By KATHY PORTIE 
Reporter 
Published: Wednesday, Decerrber 30, 2009 7:56 AM PST 

Print Page 

The U.S. Forest Service is asking for public comment regarding the development of new regulations to 
implement the National Forest Management Act of 1976. 

Once implemented, the rule will govern all regional forest plans and site-specific projects, induding those on 
the San Bernardino National Forest. Projects that could be affected include timber sales, livestock grazing and 
road construction throughout the entire 193 million acre system. 

The new regulations come as a result of a lawsuit brought by the Center for Biological Diversity and others that 
opposed the Forest Service's attempts to revise the 1982 rule in 2000, 2005 and 2008. "The main provision the 
Center is concerned with is the viability provision of all fish and wildlife," said Marc Fink, a lawyer with the 
Center for Biological Diversity . "The provision was weakened in 2000, and then in 2005 and 2008 it was gutted. 
We're hoping the Obama administration will strengthen the provision. " 

The Forest Service begins the process to develop a new rule, but in the meantime the original 1982 rule is in 
force . "Climate disruption demands that the Forest Service stop trying to weasel out from under laws and 
embrace a new era of scientifically sound planning, ecosystem protection and public accountability," Fink said. 

The new planning effort began with a public notice in the Federal Register on Dec. 18 announcing a 60-day 
public comment period. The new rule could take up to two years to complete. 

The San Bernardino National Forest's regional land management plan, which was updated in 2005, will not be 
affected by this latest ruling, at least not until the new national plan is amended. "Right now it's a little too 
early to comment on it from our point of view, " said John Miller, San Bernardino National Forest public 
information director. "Every forest is in a different stage of the plan." 

For more information on the new regulation or to see a copy of the project document, log onto 
\'1W\• ts t<'d us:uP .:nfrna 12Qf\O_pliinning_rulf'.htrnl. Written requests for more information can be sent to 
Director, Ecosystem Management Coordination Staff, Forest Service, USDA, Mail Stop 1104, 1400 
Independence Ave., SW, Washington, D.C. 20250-1104. 

Copyright © 2009 - Big Bear Grizzly 
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Forest Service rewriting Bush-era logging rule 
by Jeff Barnard I The Associated Press 
12.20.09 - 01 :09 pm 

priri. 

GRANTS PASS, Ore. - After striking out the last three times, the U.S. Forest 
Service is embarking on another rewrite of the basic planning rule that balances 
logging against fish and wildlife and clean water in national forests. 

Echoing his speech earlier this year laying out a greener future for the national 
forests, Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack announced from Washington, D.C., on 
Thursday that work is starting on an environmental impact statement to take the 
place of the most recent one produced by the Bush administration that was struck 
down by a federal judge. 

"Our national forests and grasslands are great natural treasures that we must 
conserve and restore for the benefit of future generations," Vtlsack said in a 
statement. "Developing a new planning rule provides the opportunity to manage 
national forests and grasslands for the benefit of water resources, the climate and 
local communities." 

The Bush administration' s attempt to ease protections for fish and wildlife habitat 
under the rule were struck down last June by U.S. District Judge Claudia Wilken 
in Oakland, Calif., who found that the Forest Service failed to take a hard look at 
the environmental impacts of changing the rule . 

Learning from the past, the Forest Service is committed to a transparent, public 
process based on science, and was even starting a blog on its Web site so anyone 
could weigh in on the issues, said Joel Holtrop, deputy chief of the Forest Service 
in charge of the national forest system. 

Besides the traditional issues of timber production, fish and wildlife habitat, and 
clean water, the process would also consider global warming, restoration of 
unhealthy forests, and the growth of wildfires on the 193 million acres of national 
forests and grasslands, he said. 

After World War II, the primary role of the national forests was turning out 
timber, until the 1976 National Forest Management Act created the idea of 
multiple use, making the Forest Service responsible for providing fish and wildlife 
habitat and clean water, as well. 

The 1982 update of rules putting the act into force included a mandate to 
maintain viable populations of so-called indicator species, such as the northern 
spotted owl. As the demands of that sank in, forests had to cut back timber 
production, until today national forests produce about a quarter of what they did 
during the peak years in the 1980s. 

© newsminer.com 2009 
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Bills would push more national forest thinning 
(AP) - 7 hours ago 

GRANTS PASS, Ore. - Bills to open more of the backcolrltry in national forests to 
fire-prevention thinning projects ard to promote woodburning heating systems in public blildings 
have been introduced in the U.S. House. 

U.S. Rep. Greg Walden said Tuesday the bill to e~rd thinning projects faces an uphill battle 
in the House Committee on Natural Resources, even with bipartisan support. But the Oregon 
Republican said the huge backlog in the backcountry on national forests needs to be 
addressed. 

"What we are trying to do is provide the kinds of tools to the (U.S.) Forest Service that, frankly, 
every other forester has today, whether it is on state lard, county land or certainly private land, 
so they can practice good stewardship more effectively on the federal forests," walden said 
from Washington, D.C. 

The bill would amend the 2003 Healthy Forests Restoration Act, which never fulfilled its 
promise of jump-starting thinning projects on federal lands and around communities, to expand 
the areas where the Forest Service could use a streamlined environmental review process. 

U.S. Rep. Kurt Sctrader, 0-0re., meatlNtile, introduced a bill to offer $100 nillion in 
interest-free loans to install wood-burnng heating systems in schools, hospitals, universities 
and government and tribal offices. 

Andy Stahl of Forest Service Employees for Environmental Ethics, a conservation group, said 
the thinning bill contained a "Trojan Horse" designed to allow more commercial logging in the 
name of reducing fire danger on national forests. 

By inserting the words "Necessary connected action" into a section of the original bill, the 
amendment wo!Jd open the door to streamlined environmental re~ews of timber sales 
connected to thinning projects, Stahl said. 

"The only way hazardous fuel reduction projects pay their way out the woods is if you sell 
commercial timber with them," Stahl said. "So it's necessary to have a corrvnercial timber sale 
to reduce hazardous fuels. 

"But a commercial timber sale under the current law doesn't flt the Healthy Forests Restoration 
Act criteria . This amendment would do so." 

The bills drew support from Tom Partin, president of the American Forest Resource Council, a 
timber industry group. He said they would make it more certain where the Forest Service can 
conduct large thinning projects without having to go through major environmental re\liews, and 
help build a market for thinning materials that currently have little value. 

Co-sponsors were Reps. Brian Baird, D-Wash.; Cathy McMonis Rodgers, R-Wash.; Schrader, 
and Stephanie Herseth Sundlin, 0-S.D. 

Copyright© 2009 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. 
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Protecting the Forests, and Hoping for Payback 
By WILLIAM YARDLEY 

IN THE 
PERFORMANCE 

OFA 
LIFETIME 

SISTERS, Ore. - A patch of ponderosa pines here in the Deschutes National Forest has been carefully pruned 

over the last few years to demonstrate the United States Forest Service's priorities in the changing West: 

improving forest health and protecting against devastating wildfire while still supporting the timber economy. 

Yet occasionally, when tour groups come through, someone will ask what role the trees might play as the nation 

addresses global warming. After all, forests soak up carbon dioxide as they grow. 

"We've always said that's outside the scope of this project," said Michael Keown, the environmental coordinator 

for the Sisters Ranger District, which includes more than 300,000 acres in the Deschutes forest in central 

Oregon. "But those days have come and gone." 

The giant evergreens of the West have long been proclaimed essential, whether the cause was saving salmon 

and spotted owls or small towns and their sawmills. Now, with evidence showing that American forests store 15 

percent or more of the carbon gases produced in the nation, expectations are growing for them to do even 

more. 

Over the next 50 years or so, experts say, some forests could be cultivated to grow bigger, more resilient trees, 

potentially increasing their carbon storage by 50 percent and providing an important "bridge" to a time when 

the nation will theoretically have shifted away from greenhouse-gas producing fossil fuels. 

But even as some private forests are already being marketed as "carbon sinks," or storehouses, that could play a 

role in a future carbon cap-and-trade program, government agencies and academics are struggling to 
understand and measure how carbon is stored and released. After decades of controversy surrounding the 

management of forests, debate persists over how they can best be used to fight global warming while also being 
protected from their threats, including more and bigger wildfires. 

"While healthy, functioning forests may serve as a means to sequester carbon, under current practices, many of 

our Western forests are at risk of turning from a carbon sink to a carbon source," Tom Tidwell, the head of the 
Forest Service, told a Senate subcommittee on Nov. 18 in a hearing on forest management and climate change. 

"Projections indicate that while these forests continue to sequester more carbon in the short-term," Mr. Tidwell 

said, "in 30 to 50 years, disturbances such as fire and insects and disease could dramatically change the role of 

forests, thereby emitting more carbon than currently sequestering." 

The challenges and benefits range by region. Studies show that the potential carbon capacity of the 

predominantly fir forests on the wet west side of the Cascade Range in the Pacific Northwest is at least three 
times as high as that of the drier regions over the mountains and to the southwest. 

Many drier forests, including here east of the Cascades, have grown unnaturally dense after logging and efforts 
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to save them from wildfires. Experts say measures taken to stop fires can end up causing more devastating ones 

by allowing the growth of small trees and underbrush, "ladder fuels" that ignite bigger trees. 

On federal lands, the Forest Service has recently emphasized removing ladder fuels, including in the 
demonstration project here in the Metolius Basin. 

"The suite of things we're doing benefits the carbon sequestration," said Brian Tandy, who helps oversee forest 

growth in the Deschutes. "We weren't doing it to address some of that specifically, but the way we're moving is 

sort of in line with that." 

Still, after years of fights over logging practices, including lawsuits to reduce clear cutting on federal land, 

distrust of the Forest Service's motives remains. Mr. Tandy made a point of saying that one reason he does what 

he does is to help meet "society's needs for wood products." 

Beverly Law, a professor of global change forest science at Oregon State University, pointed to the Deschutes 

project as an example of the Forest Service protecting against climate change while potentially improving 

carbon storage. Yet Ms. Law also said fire officials should not presume that what might keep a forest from 

burning will enhance it as a carbon asset. 

"There's this opinion out there that when people see smoke from fire, they think it's all going up in smoke -

well, no, it's not," Ms. Law said, referring to forests that experience relatively low-intensity fires, a common 

dynamic in dry areas like central and eastern Oregon and parts of California. "Only 5 percent of the total 

ecosys!em carbon is going up in smoke. When you talk about trying to prevent that, it's not as big a carbon pulse 
to the atmosphere as people think." 

Ms. Law, along with Mark E. Harmon, a professor of forest ecology at Oregon State, and others say that forest 
policy should be tailored to individual forests and that the risk of carbon released in a wildfire should be 

weighed against the carbon costs of t rying to prevent fire. 

"They say they have to do thinning all over the place because they say fire might happen here," Ms. Law said, 

"but it might not happen for decades." 

The math only gets more complicated. Newer, ostensibly environmentally friendly efforts to use cleared brush 
and small trees as biofuel could potentially release more carbon through transportation and processing than if 

the material were simply burned in the woods. By the same token, removing a completely burned forest can 

end up releasing more carbon than if the dead trees are left alone. 

Others counter that thinning and fire prevention efforts now under way will have long term benefits, even if 

they release some carbon initially. 

"You can regain that emitted carbon and actually put on even more carbon by redirecting the growth in the 
forest to the large trees that you leave in the forest - and you avoid the substantial emission of carbon you'd 

have in a wildfire," said Malcolm North, a research ecologist at the Forest Service's Pacific Southwest Research 

Station and an associate professor of forest ecology at the University of California, Davis. 

In his comments to the Senate subcommittee, Mr. Tidwell pointed out that while the Forest Service manages 

vast tracts of the West, private landowners control the majority of forest land in the United States. Still, said 

Andrea Tuttle, the former director of the California Department of Forestry and Fire Prevention, the 
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government has a different obligation than private owners. 

"The Forest Service as a public agency should be managing the forest for the people," Ms. Tuttle said. "Part of 

that is to make them resilient to climate change and at the same time find opportunities where appropriate to 

use the forest as a carbon sink." 

Copyright 2009 The New York Times Company 
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Missed opportunities let Station fire become a disaster 

By the time heli-tankers arrived in force, the blaze had leaped Angeles Crest Highway. The last best 
chance to prevent a catastrophe had vanished. 

By Paul Pringle 

November l , 2009 

On a sizzling August morning, as flames burned unchecked down the road, 
fire crews milled about at an Angeles Crest llighway ranger station. Others ' ' 
were parked along the pavement -- a critical line of defense -- their engines 
quiet and hoses slack. 

It was more than an hour after first light, and some six hours after U.S. Fore 
Service commanders had determined that the fire required a more aggressive 
air attack. But the skies remained empty of water-dropping helicopters -- ( 
tankers that were readily available. 

Then, after the sun had heated the hillsides above La Canada Flintridge, and 
as the first chopper finally began unloading on the flames, the fire gathered 
speed and shot over the highway, turning tall pines into torches. The last best 

Get 
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chance to stop the blaze without significant losses vanished. '--------------------' 

"That's what turned into the Station fire," said one firefighter who saw the flames jump the road about 8 a.m. on Aug. 27. 

Drawn from interviews and records, a picture of the fateful Day 2 of the Station fire raises troubling new questions about 
the U.S. Forest Service's response to the blaze when it was still small and considered relatively easy to contain. 

The conflagration eventually killed two Los Angeles County firefighters, destroyed about 90 dwellings and devastated one 
of America's most-visited national forests. The largest fire in county history, it was not fully contained until Oct. 16. 

The Forest Service should have pounced on the flames as soon as light filled the sky, when the ground was cool and the 
winds were down, said the frrefighter who was at the scene. Like others with knowledge of the operation, he requested 
anonymity because he is not authorized to speak publicly about the matter. 

"Air tankers should have been there 30 minutes before sunup," he said. "These folks knew what kind of fire they had going 
below the road, and they did not staff it with adequate resources. There is no excuse for that." 

Although the Forest Service has acknowledged that it learned overnight it had underestimated the threat posed by the fire, 
witnesses said no helicopter hit the blaz.e until at least 90 minutes after first light. Two choppers from the city and county of 
Los Angeles -- crucial reinforcements -- did not reach the fire until 10 a.m. , fire officials said. By then, it had multiplied 
many times in size. 

Later in the day, as the blaz.e raged out of contro~ commanders rejected recommendations from firefighters for more 
aircraft, including DC-1 Os to dump retardant, according to the firefighter who was there. By twilight, the flames would 
consume about 500 acres. 

More precise tirneline and deployment information was not available. Forest Service officials declined to be interviewed, 
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citing an internal investigation into the agency's handling of the fire. 

"It is premature to draw conclusions as to what could have been done differently to contain the Station fire before 
completion of the formal review, an in-depth and comprehensive process that has helped our dedicated firefighters to 
contain more than 98 percent of fires during initial attack," Tom Tidwell, the Washington, D.C.-based chiefof the Forest 
Service, said in an e-mailed statement. 

Conditions on the second day were ominous. There was little wind that morning, but temperatures were headed to the 
100-degree mark and the chaparral along Angeles Crest Highway was thick and dry; it had not burned in many years. 

Forest Service officials and other experts had long warned that any blaze in those lower reaches of the forest, above the 
foothill communities, could quickly turn into an epic and ruinous fire. 

Even so, a Times photographer saw crews standing at the Angeles Crest Ranger Station -- which gave the fire its name -
perhaps in a briefing or awaiting assignment, as the blaze continued to gain momentum. He was there when the crews were 
deployed later to the spot where the flames leaped over the road. 

Some firefighters were pulling on their gear while others hurriedly unrolled hoses, all too late to halt the advance of the 
blaze, Times photos show. A helicopter is captured in the photos dumping water after 9 a.m. 

Once it got away, the fire -- suspected to be arson -- would go on to char 160,577 acres, wipe out homes in Big Tujunga 
Canyon and turn ancient stands of trees to cinders. The cost of fighting it has been estimated at nearly $100 million, with 
property losses and recovery expenses yet to be tallied. 

The two firefighters were killed on the fifth day, when their truck plunged into a deep canyon. 

The Forest Service probe was launched after The Times reported that the agency erred in concluding that the fire presented 
little danger at the end of the first day and thus scaled back its response. 

Three weeks before the fire, the Forest Service issued a memorandum directing its Southern California managers to trim 
expenses by reducing the use of reinforcements from municipal departments and the state. 

County Fire Department ground crews and helicopters played a vital role in containing the Station blaze to 15 acres on Day 
1, but the Forest Service did not ask them to return in the same numbers the ne>..1 day, according to interviews and records. 

In previous interviews, before the Forest Service stopped releasing information, Angeles Forest Fire Chief David Conklin 
told The Times that costs never influenced his decisions on reinforcements. He said his commanders had realized in the 
small hours of Aug. 27, between 1 a.m and 2 a .m., that they needed more help from the county and the Los Angeles Fire 
Department. 

The county was subsequently asked for two helicopters but provided only one, a decision that has since been criticized. 

Nevertheless, the Forest Service did not deploy the city and county heli-tankers until several hours after they could have 
begun flying, fire officials said. 

Because of the increased risk of flying in darkness, the Forest Service has a policy of not making aerial water dumps at night 
-- something that is routinely done by the city and county. Forest Service and county officials also have said that much of 
the terrain where the fire flared up in the morning was too treacherous for ground crews. 

"The overriding concern was firefighter safety," said county Fire Chief P. Michael Freeman, who added that his department 
sent ground crews to the blaze at 6 a .m. at the Forest Service's request. 

But the hazards do not explain the delay in putting air tankers to work as morning broke on Day 2. 1f the area was too steep 
for ground crews to confront the fire, even in daylight, that should have only heightened the need for helicopter drops as 
early as possible, firefighters say. 
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Glenn Smith, command pilot for the city department, said its heli-tanker could have begun dousing the flames at dawn. 

"If they call the night before and make the request, we can do that," he said. "We didn't get invited. We wanted to go." 

Deployment records obtained by The Times also show that the Forest Service did not pull in air tankers from the state 
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection until the third day of the blaz.e, although they were available from the start. 

Conklin and county Chief Deputy John Tripp have said they believed they had enough aircraft to combat the frre on the 
second day. Freeman said he has ordered an executive review of his department's response during the frrst five days of the 
fire, with a report due Nov. 17. It will show "who did what when, and what was our involvement," he said. 

After The Times began examining the tactics used in the fire, the Forest Service and the county department said in 
September that they planned to change their procedures so that the two agencies immediately stage a joint assault on any 
blaze in the lower Angeles National Forest. 

Meanwhile, the frrefighter who witnessed the Station blaze bound across the highway said he is still shaken by thoughts of a 
missed opportunity. 

"ltjust amazes me that they allowed the fire to escape like that," he said. "It's very frustrating to see that happen, and then 
to have a tragic loss of life." 

Copyright © 2009, L n ~ C<; I 
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ASSOCIATED 
OREGON LOGGERS 

[1] ---------------Update on Current Policy News Affecting Forest 
Business &. Timber Supply 
by Rex Storm, Forest Policy Manger 
[2] Associated Oregon Loggers 

2009 Fire Season Remains Calm: With a few weeks left in this year's forest fire season, state
protected forests have had a below-average season. As of Sept. 21st, a total of 866 fires had burned 
7,298 acres on "state-protected forestlands" (private/state/BLM) . The ten-year average for the same 
period is 968 fires and 25, 787 acres. This success has resulted from aggressive efforts to stop most 
fires when they're small, limited late-summer lightning, fewer recreational or rural user starts, and 
ongoing prevention by industrial operators. Let's close the season in a fire safe manner! 

Contract Firefighting Bombers Lack Replacement: For decades, aerial tankers have been the 
West's best firefighting tool, rapidly dropping retardant to snuff forest fires. Over the years, low 
federal contract rates were insufficient to cover the replacement cost (depreciation) of an aging air 
tanker fleet run by aviation contractors. Now, with over half t he agency's aged contract bombers 
grounded, the rema ining nineteen 40-60 year-old tankers will be grounded by 2012. The USDA 
inspector general reported that a history of inadequate funding has failed replace aging aircraft-and 
future firefighting becomes more costly and ineffective without the contract air tankers. Much the 
same situation occurs in the contract logging industry-years of low contract rates have failed to cover 
asset depreciation, sapping contractors of vital capital and weakening the logging sector. 

State Forest Plan Revision to Assure Volume: At it's Sept. meeting, the Oregon Board of Forestry 
agreed to begin rulemaking to revise the NW Oregon State Forest Management Plan-assuring slightly 
improved timber sale volume. The unanimous approval confirms the Board's June decision to raise 
harvest volume to 196 million bdft/ yea r, reduce long-term complex forest structure area down to 
30-50%, and not require a federal Habitat Conservation Plan. The Board also began a process to 
redefine state forest "greatest permanent value, t o assure future harvest volumes are achieved. OR 
Dept. of Forestry should complete a new plan by April 2010, and implement increased t imber sale 
volume in 2012. Without the revision, state forest harvest would soon fall t o 144 million/ yr. 

State Forest Decision Challenged : A "petition for reconsideration" has been filed by nine 
environmental organizations, challenging the OR Board of Forestry's June decision to revise the NW 
Oregon State Forest Plan. The Board's decision tentatively agreed to raise the annual harvest volume 
6% for the Tillamook & Clatsop State Forests, from the current 184 million to 196 million bdft/year. 
The proposed boost is far below the 282 million promised when the Board adopted the plan in 2001. 
The enviro petitioners seek less harvest, and more complex forest structure. 

Board Hears that Forests Always Changing: The OR Board of Forestry held a Sept. workshop to 
discuss t he latest science about forest management linkages to natural change in ecosystems. Today's 
science shows always-changing forests due to periodic disturbances, such as wildfires, pest or disease, 
storms and floods. At the workshop, Board members and forest managers acknowledged how future 
Oregon forest policies must focus on keeping private and state forests actively-managed through 
non- regulatory incentives to encourage modern harvest and regeneration . 

BLM Director Confirmed: In August, the US Senate confirmed two appointments that direct the 
Bureau of Land Management. Bob Abbey was confirmed as BLM Director, and Wilma Lewis becomes 
US Interior Dept. Asst. Secretary for Land & Minerals. Lewis wi ll supervise Abbey, as we ll as other 
federal energy and mineral resources. BLM Director Abbey has 32 years of state & federal agency 
experience and was Nevada BLM Director. Abbey oversees 10,800 employees with a $1.8 billion 
budget, and manages 258 million acres-including 4 million acres of western OR forest. 

Industry Challenges BLM Plan Withdrawal: In Sept., Oregon's timber industry filed a lawsuit in 
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US District Court, challenging Interior Secretary Ken Salazar's July decision to "withdraw" the Bureau 
of Land Management's 2008 Western Oregon Forest Plan Revision (WOPR). Industry plaintiffs 
(Douglas Timber Operators, Swanson Group, Seneca Timber, C&D Lumber, Carpenters Union) say the 
withdrawal violates federal laws and court rulings. Until court resolution, the BLM continues its current 
204 million bdft/year timber offering, whereas the WOPR called for 502 million. 

Industry Challenges Owl Plan Withdrawal: In Aug., the forest industry (American Forest 
Resources Council, which AOL is a member) filed another legal challenge of Secretary Salazar's July 
decision to also withdraw the 2008 n. spotted owl recovery plan and habitat designation. AFRC will 
fight this political meddling in an ongoing Washington, DC District Court case filed by AFRC, which 
earlier had challenged the owl plan. Without a better owl recovery plan, future westside BLM and 
national forest timber sales would continue to be hobbled by bureaucratic gridlock and lawsuits. 

Damages Calculated for Protest Arrests: Oregon Dept. of Forestry officials announced that district 
attorneys would seek to recover the cost of arresting 27 protesters who blocked logging contractors 
from a Elliott State Forest timber sale in July. About 100 Earth First! and Cascadia Rising Tide 
protesters blocked loggers from working the UmpCoos Ridge 2 timber sale, located east of Reedsport. 
The arrested criminals with were charged with misdemeanor interference to agricultural operations. 
Preliminary law enforcement cost estimate is calculated at $103,000. 

Coos Bay Railroad Seeks to Reopen: The Port of Coos Bay began repairs needed to reopen its 
110-mile Coos Bay rail line from Veneta to Coos Bay, formerly operated by Central OR & Pacific Rail. 
The Port purchased the rail line in May from CORP, which closed the line in Sept. '07. To restore 
service by late-2010, the Port must repair tunnels, bridges, signals and track . The Port also seeks 
additional federal funds, and wants to lease the Coos to Coquille rail-still owned by Union Pacific 
-because that line serves major customers, Roseburg FP and G-P mills. 

Weyco Sells Commercial Business: Weyerhaeuser Co. has sold yet another business segment-the 
"commercial" portion of its iLevel® engineered structural product line to a subsidiary of Atlas Holdings 
LLC-to be renamed 'RedBuilt.' Weyco sells four plants (located in Hillsboro & Stayton; Chino, CA; and 
Delaware, OH), plus 13 sales and engineering offices employing 230. Atlas has 40 plants and 3,200 
employees in North America and Europe. Weyco keeps its " residential " structural framing businesses, 
iLevel® and TrusJoist®, with OR plants in Albany, Eugene and Sweet Home. 

Forestry Coalition Recommends Revitalizing: The Western Forestry Leadership Coalition (WFLC), 
consisting of agency leaders, released a report urging a revitalization of the Western forestry sector 
economy. The coalition cites 20-years of mill closures that strip the region's ability to manage its 
forests. The recommendations include: find new markets for small logs & biomass; strengthen 
economic goals; and improve forest policy to maintain global competitiveness. Report summary 
available at: www.wflcweb.org/infomaterials/brochures_presentations. php 

Willamette Supervisor Named: Regional Forester Mary Wagner announced Meg Mitchell as the new 
Willamette National Forest Supervisor, following the retirement of Dallas Emch. Mitchell has 20 years 
of US Forest Service experience, most recently as Supervisor of the Green Mountain Nat. Forest in 
Vermont. She also worked in Washington, DC and Alaska. 

Sherman Nominated as Ag Undersecretary: In Sept., President Obama nominated Harris 
Sherman, as the US Dept. of Agriculture Undersecretary for Natural Resources. The previous 
nominee, Homer Lee Wilkes declined the nomination in May. If confirmed by the US Senate, Sherman 
would oversee the US Forest Service and Natural Resources Conservation Service. He is currently 
Colorado's Dept. of Natural Resources director, and considered a moderate who supports resource 
management. 

Ag Nominee Showed Balance in Colorado: Harris Sherman, the nominated US Ag Undersecretary 
over the Forest Service, oversaw Colorado's state plan proposed for assigning roadless areas in 
Colorado's national forests. A positive indicator of Sherman's ability to balance economic needs, 
enviros denounced Sherman's Colorado roadless plan as weaker than the Clinton-era 2001 Roadless 
Rule. The Colorado plan would release some areas for management, and in other unroaded areas 
allow temporary roads, fire prevention, salvage & fuel reduction, mining, and utilities. 

Former Forest Service Chiefs Debate: A September presentation in Missoula brought together the 
last six former US Forest Service chiefs: Max Peterson ('79-87), Dale Robertson ('87-93), Jack W. 
Thomas ('93-96), Mike Dombeck ('96-01), Dale Bosworth ('01-07) and Gail Kimbell ( '07-09). The 
chiefs agreed that tomorrow's Forest Serv ice and its new Chief Tom Tidwell must show stronger 
leadership in federal forest management. The older three ex-chiefs lamented a FS now frozen by 
analysis paralysis, conflicting laws & court rulings, indecision about roads, plus outlandish costs for 
planning & firefighting . 
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Oregon thinning project tests Obama forest policy 
By JEFF BARl'JARD (AP) - 20 hours ago 

DIAMOll[) LAKE, Ore. - 'Mlen Sharon Kan's cabin was built on the shores of this tigh 
mourtain lake in 1928, there were few neighbors and little thought given to the prospects of 
wildfire. 

There are now 102 cabins on this laoo on the l.krl>Qua l'-Jational Forest, and fears of a big fire 
have grown. Young trees have crowded in among the big ones, and an increasing number of 
the pines are turning red aoo dying from the borings of mountain pine beetles. 

The Bush administration had proposed lessening fire dangers by thinning trees around the 
cabins and also in the backcountry. 

Conservation groups are closely watching the logging proposal as a test of whether PresKtent 
Barack Obama follows through on his promise to break from the Bush administration and 
protect the 58 million acres of national forests across the country that are known as roadless 
areas from corrmercial logging. 

"This puts Obama now in the position .. . where he can clarify and end 20 years of road less 
battles by making a very clear decision that they simply should not be roaded and logged, " said 
Kieran Suckling, policy director of the Center for Biological Diversity. 'We are getting rTixed 
signals." 

Karr is resigned to cut trees around her cabin to reduce the risk of fire, but is less sure about 
thinning far from the cabins in the back country, where the U.S. Forest Service says it needs 
fire breaks so firefighters can stop a fire before it gets to the cabins . 

"It's at that point where I can't decide if we need to save the roadless area or we need to 
protect what we call the urban interface," she saKt. 

Steve Koch, general manager of the Diamond Lake Resort, has no doubts thiming in the back 
country will help prevent a disaster. 

"Once it (a fire) gets going it's not going to stop. It's going to walk right over the top of us," he 
said. 

During the presidential campaign, Obama promised to respect a 2001 Clinton administration 
rule to protect roadless areas in national forests from corrmercial logging. It was his one 
promise concerning national forests , which had been a battleground during the Bush 
administration's eight years in office. 

Roadless areas have escaped logging largely because they have been too remote and rugged 
to make timber harvests profitable. Blt with the goverrment spending $1 billion a year to fight 
wildfires, pressure to do something is growing. The 2001 rule allows thinning to reduce the 
danger of wildfire aoo cortrol insect infestations - both of which are factors around Diamond 
Lake. 

Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack last May said he would personally review all proposals to log 
in roadless areas. One exception is national forests in Idaho, where the state adopted the Bush 
administration's offer to take at.thorny over roadless development. 

In August Vilsack gave a speech saying conser\1ng national forests was a necessity and they 
would be managed to protect clean water and combat climate change. 

Some conservation groups remain wary. 

Though the Obama administration has refused to defend a number of Bush administration 
environmental polices in court, it did not walk away from 2007 plans to open nearly 1 million 
acres to road building on four national forests in Sol.them Galifomia, Suckling saKt. 

A federal judge last month tossed out the plan. 

"They have been slow out of the box and have not been aQgressive about withdrawing the 
flawed policies of the Bush administration," Suckling said . 'The sense I get of Vilsack and the 
Forest Service now is they are going to be significantly reticent to gear up for significant new 
road less projects." 

Jay Jensen, deputy undersecretary of Agriculture for the Forest Service, said the logging 
proposal has yet to reach the secretary's desk - it is still moving through the Forest Service 
review process - but if it does it will be evaluated on its merits . 
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USDA Secretary Outlines Forest Policy 
USDA Secretary Outlines Forest Policy - New forest policy vision 
addresses restoration issues across broader landscapes, including both 
federal and private lands. 

By DeAnna Stephens 
Date Posted: 10/1/2009 

The vision for future forest policy recently revealed by 

the Obama Administration had a broad scope that could appeal 

to many sides, but lacked key tangible details. 

U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) Secretary Tom 

Vilsack revealed the new direction for the Forest Service in his 

first major address regarding Forest Service policy. 

Facilitating collaboration between various stakeholders 

and creating an 'all-lands' approach that covers both federal 

and private forests are just some of the avenues that the USDA 

Secretary said he planned to use to promote the conservation 

and restoration of America's forests. 

VVhile he did not give many particulars on his plans, 

Secretary Vilsack did demonstrate that forest conservation was 

non-negotiable by the Obama Administration. 

"President Obama has made clear his interest in 

conserving our natural environment, and I intend to take that 

responsibility very seriously and to devote the time necessary to 

do it right," he said. 

"While most Americans may live in urban areas, most of 

us are also dependent upon rural lands, particularly forest 

lands for clean water and a healthy climate. For these reasons, 

conserving our forests is not a luxury. It is, in my view, a 
necessity." 

AA area that Secretary Vilsack did include some details 
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on was forest restoration. 

"Restoration , for me, means managing forest lands first 

and foremost to protect our water resources while making our 

forests far more resilient to climate change," the Secretary said. 

"In many of our forests, restoration will also include 

efforts to improve or decommission roads, to replace and 

improve culverts, and to rehabilitate streams and wetlands. 

Restoration will also mean the rehabilitation of declining 

ecosystems." 

Secretary Vilsack named three barriers that he said 

have historically kept the Forest Service from pursuing a 

restoration agenda - budget restraints, the loss of forest 

infrastructure from timber mill closures and distrust between 

environmentalists, the Forest Service and the forestry 

community. 

In his speech, Secretary Vilsack appealed to both 

environmentalists and the forest products industry to move past 

the timber wars of the past and work together toward a 

common goal . 

"Unfortunately, the debate about the future of our 

forests and our forest policy has been highly polarized for a 

long time," he said . "But given the threats that our forests face 

today, Americans must move away from polarization. We must 

work and must be committed to a shared vision , a vision that 

conserves our forests and the vital resources important to our 

survival while wisely respecting the need for a forest economy 

that creates jobs and vibrant rural communities." 

The Secretary does not intend for collaboration to end 

with private entities, however. Integration among government 

agencies is also a goal of the USDA, particularly between the 

Forest Service and the National Resource Conservation 

Service, which assists conservation efforts on non-Federal 
lands. 

In addition to facilitating collaboration between diverse 
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stakeholders, Secretary Vilsack wants the Forest Service to be 

viewed as an agency whose concerns extend beyond federal 

forests to all forests, including state, tribal and private lands. 

"The reality is that 80% of the forest area in the United 

States is outside of the national forest system In Secretary 

Vilsack said. "And many of our national forests are adjacent to 

state and private land. Management decisions that are made 

both on and off the national forest obviously have important 

implications for that forest landscape. 11 

Forest Service Chief Tom Tidwell agreed with Secretary 

Vilsack's all-lands approach. 

"We need to expand our efforts to ensure that we are 

using all of the USDA and other federal programs to address 

restoration issues across broader landscapes, 11 said Chief 

Tidwell. "Forest and grassland health, wildfire, water quality, 

and wildlife connectivity are issues that have never stopped at 

the boundaries of the National Forest System." 

According to Secretary Vilsack, sustainable forest 

management and restoration will be encouraged by new 

markets created by climate change that the Forest Service will 

help develop. 

"Emerging markets for carbon and sustainable 

bioenergy will provide landowners with expanded economic 

incentives to maintain and restore our forests, " Secretary 

Vilsack said. "The Forest Service must play a significant role in 

the development of new markets and ensuring their integrity. 

Carbon and bioenergy aren't the only new opportunities for 

landowners. Markets for water can also provide landowners 

with incentives to restore watersheds and manage forests for 

clean and abundant water supplies." 

According to Secretary Vilsack, both these new markets 

and traditional forest industry markets are vital to improving 
forest health. 
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Technology trumps temperature: Broken display can't be fixed 

Sunday, Septerrber 20, 2009 

By 

0 

Q. I live in downtown Greensboro and had long depended upon Jefferson-Pilot to inform me of the outside 
terrperature by means of its electronic sign at the top of its high-rise building. Lincoln Financial has discontinued 
displaying the terrperature. 

That strikes me as odd. It does display the time, but I don't really need that. I wear a watch, after all, and so does 
nearly everyone else. I don't wear a thermometer, however, and to 11¥ knowledge neither does anyone else. 

I would like to know why LF has discontinued displaying the terrperature and whether it has any intention of 
restoring that valuable service. So I am asking a reporter. 

- Karl A. Schleunes, UNCG history department 

A Unfortunately, we have bad news to report. The popular- but not always dependable - digital display atop the 
Lincoln Financial building has been plagued by technical problems that cannot be fixed. That's according to Sol 
Kovach, a spokesman for the co"lXlny. 

"Apparently the technology for the tower is old enough that the part that is broken is obsolete,• Kovach said. "So 
we had to onit that part from the display." 

The display, which has a long and storied history, will continue to feature the time and the cofl1)any's initials . 

The former Jefferson-Pilot building is the tallest building in downtown Greensboro. Lincoln Financial bought out 
Jefferson-Pilot Financial in 2006. 

For almost a century, Greensboro residents have been looking up at the former Jefferson-Pilot building. When the 
original 17-story building at Market and Elm streets opened in 1923, it was the tallest building between Washington 
and Atlanta . 

In the nid-1950s, the U.S. Forestry Service built a watch tower on top of the 245-foot building. For years, it served 
as the watch point for forest fires across the Piedmont and was the highest point used anywhere in the U.S. by the 
forestry service. 

It took 200 bulbs to light up the original time and temperature display that was installed about 1955. 

The pyranid topping the newer 20-story twin tower was installed in August 1989. The next month, workers placed 
the new digital cisplay atop the 375-foot building. 

CorTl>Clny executives declined to say how rruch it cost but gave a hint: ·someone has said for the same amount of 
money, we could have bought everyone in Greensboro a wristwatch: 

A bundle of old newspaper clippings shows that Greensboro residents have noticed when there were changes or 
irregularities with the time and terrperature sign over the years. 

This headline ran in the April 29, 1988, newspaper: "Terrperature sign has a HOT flash: 

The temperature that day, according to the not-so-trustworthy display: 179 degrees. 
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More aviators push for airstrips on national forestland 
By Karl Puckett, USA TODAY 

GREAT FALLS, Mont. -A clearing in L0wis and ciar;,, National Forest is about to go from 
beirYJ a home for grazing cattle to a stopover for pilots. 

If it opens as planned next spring, the Russian Flat grass airstrip will give aviators access to the 
Little Belt Mountains. It will be the first such strip approved on national forestland in about four 
decades, according to Bozeman, Mont. , pilot John McKenna, 55, a backcourtry airstrip expert 
who is president of the Recreational Aviation Foundation (RAF). 

Nationwide, 154 forests are updatil'YJ travel rules, and some aviators s1.4>P<>rt the process, says 
Gordon Schofield , group leader for land use in the U.S Forest Servi<:e's Northern Region, based 
in Missoula, Mont. That is leading to new requests for airstrips, he says. 

Some existing and proposed airstrips on public land run by the federal Bu1eau ur Land 
Manat1emern (BLM) are beil'YJ challenged. 

"They really serve a very small, elite group of people, and they affect a large group of people 
and wildlife," says Gerry Jennings, vice president of the Island Range chapter of the ;.;,.n:laik. 
Wilderness Association in Great Falls, Mont. "They're noisy." 

The association is suing the BLM over its new management plan for the iJpper M1:S$Ou11 i=<ivC!' 
Breaks Nc1tional Monument in north central Montana, in part over airstrips, according to federal 
court records. As part of the plan, the BLM closed four of 1 o airstrips, but the wilderness 
association says that still is too many airstrips for a national monument, which Jennings says is 
supposed to have a higher level of protection. 

"Having a plane come in on you kind of defeats the e~rience you are there to achieve," says 
Ray Bloxham of the Southern Uah Wilderness Alliance based in Salt Lake City. 

In July, then-Forest Service chief Abigail Kimbell reiterated the policy on backcountry airstrips in 
a memo to regional foresters, calling them "an appropriate use of National Forest System 
lands." Tom TKlwell has since replaced her. but Bill Woodland , a recreation specialist for the 
Forest Service in Washington, D.C., says the policy hasn't changed. 

"It was felt we have been so focused on roads and trails that we're kind of losing sight of that 
third term: airfields," Woodland says. 

The Forest Service manages 193 million acres of forest and grassland and operates about 120 
backcountry airstrips in forests in the 48 contiguous states, Woodland says. The Forest Service 
has 157,000 niles of trails natio1'1Nide for other types of uses, he says. 
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McKenna says RAF is in talks with both federal and private landowners about reopening closed airstrips or approving new 
ones in Montana. Idaho, Colorado, Utah, Maine, Michigan and California. 

The not-for-profit foundation seeks to mairtain existing backcourtry airstrips natio1'1Nide, but it's also lobbying for new 
recreational runways. 
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Most of the existing airstfl>s were constructed in the 1930s, '40s and '50s, mainly to support firefighting efforts and give 
agency personnel quicker access into the backcountry, Schofield says. 

"As people started to develop a wider range of interest in recreation they thought, 'Well, gee whiz, can't we use these strips 
to get back there to fish or float or whatever?' " 

On the Salmon-Challis National Forest in Idaho, for example, a backcollltry airstrip is used to access the river for rafting 
trips, Welsh says. 

Most backcountry airstrips are in Western states, Woodland says. 

Puckett reports for the Great Falls Tribune in Montana 

Find this article at: 
http://www.usatlday.com'newslnation/environment/2000-09-16-grass-airstrips_N.htm 

Check the box t> include 1he list of links referenced in the article. 

Copyrigtt 2009 USA TODAY, a division« Gannett Co. nc. 
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New Obama Pick for USDA Undersecretary Criticized for 
Roadless Views 
By NOELLE STRAUB AND ERIC BONTRAGER of Greenwire 

This story was updated at 3:50 p.m. EDT. 

The Obama administration's new pick to lead the Forest Service and farmland conservation 

programs has drawn criticism from environmental and hunting and fishing groups concerned about 
his past role in controversial roadless rule decisions. 

Harris Sherman, executive director of the Colorado Department of Natural Resources, has been 

nominated as Agriculture undersecretary for natural resources and environment. The post directs 

the Forest Service and conservation projects at the Natural Resources Conservation Service. 

Sherman is a longtime associate of Interior Secretary Ken Salazar, who also was once executive 

director of the Colorado Department of Natural Resources. If confirmed, he would join a long list of 

Colorado officials with ties to Salazar who now help oversee the nation's public lands. 

When Sherman's name was first floated as a possible pick in June, some conservation groups 

questioned the choice because of his efforts on roadless issues in Colorado. Yesterday, the Theodore 

Roosevelt Conservation Partnership responded to Sherman's nomination by stressing the need for 

safeguarding roadless areas. 

"We would like to congratulate Mr. Sherman and ask that he promote the long-term conservation of 

our backcountry hunting and fishing traditions, including upholding and defending the Roadless 

Area Conservation Rule, which safeguards our nation's roadless areas, should he be confirmed as 

undersecretary," Joel Webster, associate director of campaigns for the TRCP Center for Western 

Lands, said in a statement. 

Colorado is developing its own roadless rule to govern more than 4 million acres of national forest, 

including some of the nation's best known backcountry recreation areas. Only two states, Colorado 

and Idaho, embarked on a process the Bush administration established to petition for state-specific 

roadless protections. Critics say Colorado's draft rule is far less protective than Idaho's. 

In June, Michael Francis, director of the Wilderness Society's national forest program, said 

Sherman's work on the Colorado rule makes him a poor choice for Agriculture undersecretary. "The 

process that Mr. Sherman has been leading in Colorado would essentially eviscerate the protections 
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of the 2001 rule," Francis said. "I question whether he could do what the president would want him 

to do" (Greenwire, June 11). 

But today, Suzanne Jones, the Wilderness Society's regional director in Denver, played down the 

differences and said the group will work with Sherman on roadless issues, among others. 

"Harris Sherman has extensive conservation experience out West," Jones said. "That will be useful 

in D.C. We worked closely with him out here in Colorado. While we haven't agreed with him on 

every issue, most noticeably Colorado's decision to pursue a state-specific roadless rule, we look 

forward to working with him ... on a whole suite of issues. We trust he will be a good steward of our 

public lands and carry out President Obama's pretty clear vision for forest protection and 

management." 

In June, David Petersen, a Trout Unlimited official in Colorado who was on the state's roadless task 

force, also questioned how Sherman would be able to advocate for the national rule after having 

worked for the state-specific plan in Colorado. 

"It just troubles us and seems like a very unusual choice, an incongruous choice for a man whose job 

here in Colorado has been to fight off our consistent requests to lay aside the administrative state 

rule," Peterson said at the time. "It just doesn't seem like a very good fit, and we're troubled by it." 

Yesterday Petersen directed questions to Trout Unlimited's chief operating officer, Chris Wood, who 

could not be reached by deadline. 

USDA spokesman Caleb Weaver said the administration's roadless policy will not change. "President 

Obama and Secretary Vilsack have expressed their strong support for protecting roadless areas on 

our National Forests. Harris Sherman will be part of the effort to achieve that goal," Weaver said. 

Other issues 

Earthjustice Vice President Marty Hayden said that while Sherman's biggest challenge will be the 

roadless rule debate, he will also be charged with helping chart a new direction for the federal forest 

planning rule, which dictates how 155 national forests and 20 national grasslands develop individual 

forest plans. "That's the big rulemaking that awaits them," Hayden said. 

A Bush-era revision of the planning rule spent years in litigation. A federal judge sided with 

environmentalists in June and threw it out, ruling that the Forest Service had failed to analyze the 

effects of removing requirements guaranteeing viable wildlife populations. 

Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack last month said the Obama administration would not appeal the 

judge's ruling and would opt instead to initiate a new planning process that will serve to integrate all 

the administration's priorities, from wildlife conservation to economic concerns to collaboration 

with stakeholders (E&ENews PM, Aug. 14). 
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Sherman needs to move quickly to help the Forest Service adopt a new planning rule, said American 

Forest Resource Council President Tom Partin, explaining that many forest plans have been "in 

limbo" for years while the debate over the Bush forest planning rule was being fought out in the 

courts. 

"We can limp along with existing forest plans, but forest conditions have changed so much over the 

last 15 years, they have to take a look at the existing science," like the impacts of forest fires and 

beetle infestations on forest resources, Partin said. 

Partin said Sherman's long history with resource management in Colorado reflects Vilsack's trend in 

recent months of picking qualified individuals for key positions in USDA, in contrast to the 

polarizing appointments in past administrations. "The people that he has appointed don't have an 

agenda; they look at the land and determine how it needs to be managed," Partin said. 

Background 

Sherman is Obama's second pick for the undersecretary post. Homer Lee Wilkes, the Mississippi 

state conservationist, was nominated in May for the post but withdrew his name from consideration, 

citing family and financial reasons. 

Under the Bush administration, the position was held by Mark Rey, who generated significant 

controversy during his tenure. Yesterday, Rey praised his potential successor. "I think he is 

eminently qualified and will do a fine job," Rey said. "I wish him the best in his new endeavor." 

Salazar and Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack also praised the nomination. 

"In the many years I have worked with Harris Sherman I have known him to be a top-notch public 

servant, a champion for Colorado's land, water, and wildlife, and a problem-solver," Salazar said in a 

statement. "President Obama and Secretary Vilsack have made a terrific choice .... His vision for 
stewardship will be a great asset to our nation in this new role." 

Sherman also served as Colorado DNR director once before, under Gov. Richard Lamm (D). 

Between his two stints as DNR director, he served as managing and senior partner of Arnold & 

Porter LLP's Denver office. 

Currently, Sherman is also director of compact negotiations for the Colorado Interbasin Compact 
Commission, chairman of the Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission, and co-chairman of 

the Governor's Forest Health Advisory Council. He has previously served as chairman of the 

Colorado Water Quality Control Commission, the Colorado Mined Land Reclamation Board, the 

Denver Regional Air Quality Council and as a commissioner of both Mines and the Denver Water 

Board. 

Sherman graduated from Colorado College and earned his law degree from Columbia University 

Law School. 
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Missoulian 
Former U.S. Forest Service chiefs ponder future of agency 

By KIM BRIGGEMAN of the Missoulian I Posted: Tlmnday, September 10, 2009 5:00 am 

Toirorrow's U.S. Forest Service arrl its rew chief forester sh:>uld take leadership roles in rot-button conservation issues, former chiefs 
told a Missoula audieoce Wednesday. 

"I think th: Forest Service really has to sh:>w what we can do reg;mling clirmte c~. There's a toge wrrber of things th: Forest 
Service can do in that realm," Dale Bosworth said. 

"The chief ouglt to be a high-profile conservationist visible to tle public again, because that bully pulpit is still th:re," agreed Mike 
Dorrbeck. 

Bosworth arrl Doni>eck participated in a 90-nirute pare! consisting of th: last six Forest Service chiefs duri~ tllis week's 2009 Forest 
Service Reunion at th: Hilton Garden Im 

More than 400 retired alll currert eiq>loyees of th: ageocy sh:>wed up to listen Alm~ th:m was Tom Tidwell, woo this swrm::r 
iroved from Region I readquarters in Missoula to Washington, D.C., to asswre th: chiefs rmatle in th: Obane administration 

The pan:l represented Forest Service mtioral leadership for th: past 30 years, arrl national forest experieoce that stretcres back for 
nearly half of th: ageocy's 104 years of existence. 

They sat in chrorological order on a podimn in one of th: ootel 's large conference rooms. First came R Max Peterson, woo was chief 
for eight years starting in 1979. To bis left were F. Dale Robertson (1987-1993), Jack Ward Themas (1993-1996). Dorrbeck 
(1996-2001). Bosworth (2001-2007) arrl Gail Kini>ell (2007-2009). Kini>ell was th: first alll only woman to sit in th: chiefs emir in 
Washington 

"I'm absoh.tely sure this kim of asserrbly has rever happened before in th: Ii.story of th: Forest Service," roted troderator George 
Leomrd a fonrer associate chief. "Urtortumtely that has irore to do with th: political m.ture of th: Forest Service than anytling else." 

The pan:\ was asked to mise on th: reunion's th:rre: "Wl-ere Do We Go From Here?" 

Not surprisingly, opinion; ranged widely, th:>ugb ti.=: discussion rever reacred th: debate level. It came closest wren Leomrd posed 
the question oftre still largely unresolved issue ofroadless areas. 

"I really tlliok th: roadless battle is over. Sorre just haven't realized it yet," said Doni:>eck, woo oversaw road.less invertories that 
resulted in tre far-reaching Roadless Rule of200 I . "lfwe look at th: wni>er of roads that have been built in th: last couple of decades, 
it's really very smal I." 

The rule is still being challenged in court, Dorrbeck said. "But I think we reed to get on to rrore invc>rtanl issu;:s." 

"I don't agree with Mike," courtered Peterson "I don't thine th: battle bas actually be~ yet" 

It's best for row to treat roadless areas as future reserves, re said. However, "if you look at tre population growth am th: iocreasi~ 
COffiUll1>tion rates am so on, we'll sirrply have to have access to trose areas. But we'll only get access lo trem wren tre public decides 
that's th: right thing to do, am right row that's rot aeything that will l:eppen in th: rext 10 years." 

Several ex-chiefs larrented th: peochanl to devote too ~ resources to planning arrl rot erough to on-th:-grourrl work 

"Paralysis by amlysis," Bosworth caUed it, addi~ it's a waste of DDrey to spero eigl:t to I 0 years developing a 15-year plan 

TOOmas agreed. 

"Just pouring irore arrl rrore irorey into planning doesn't seem to be getting us any further down th: road," re said. 

Robertson roted tre Forest Service has few fullling advocates in Washington, D.C. 
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"'fre Forest Service ms silq>ly got to get SOire traction in the btdget process," re said. 

He urged establishing better relationships with lobbyists arv:l irterest groups so they'll "spero tl-eir political chips on the Forest 
Service." 

AJI agreed the "rodgepodge" laws am lawsuits the ageocy deals with tie its haals. Tilrber am wilderress constitueocies cortime to 
figlt the sam: old battles, Tkmes said 

"Thllg<l hive cmnged. It's ahmst iR1JOssible to effectively aro efficiertly 1mmge our mtional forests," said TOOimS. 

But there's a danger - in the iredia arv:l within the ageocy itself - of painting too grim a picture. Kini>eJJ, tre rewest ex-chief, said sioce 
sre's returred to western Montana in tre last irontb, sre's witressed "great stuff going on" in rearby mtional forests. 

"Tre Forest Service is getting a lot rm re do re on the grounl tlmJ we sorretirres reali:.re," agreed Bosworth 

"I thiri< the m>st irq>ortart thing the Forest Service ms is the Forest Service people," said Robertson, urging a reelll>hisis on the 
ageocy's cmin of commuxl to get thillg<l dore. 

"Trere's a new era dawning," said Tkmes, am the Forest Service will hive a big role in errerging erergy am conservation issues. It 
reeds am deserves support in these trying ti ires. 

"Som: of us, iocltding ire, reed to quit bitcong," re said 

Reporter KimBriggermncan be reacred at 523-5266 or at 
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Pot 'Plantations' on the Rise 
Border Crackdown Makes Farming in U.S. Forests Attractive; Cartel Links Suspected 

By STEPHANIE SIMON 

Marijuana growers, many believed to be affiliated with Mexican drug cartels, are aggressively expanding 
their illegal farming operations in the U.S., clearing land to plant pot in dozens of national forests from coast 
to coast. 

Illicit cannabis farms on public land first sprang up in California more than a decade ago and remain a 
serious problem in that state. But in the past two years, the U.S. Forest Service has documented a rapid 
expansion of the practice. 

Authorities have discovered pot farms in 61 national forests across 16 states this year, up from 49 forests in 
10 states last year. New territories include public land in Colorado, Wisconsin, Michigan, Alabama and 
Virginia. 

"They're moving across the country," said David Ferrell, director oflaw enforcement for the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, which includes the Forest Service. 

With the expansion comes an increased risk to campers and hikers -- a particular concern this Labor Day 
weekend, as families converge on public land just as many cannabis crops are ready for harvest. 

The propane tanks, stoves and trash left behind by pot farmers pose fire risks; such a camp is believed to 
have sparked a fire last month that burned 88,ooo acres in California's Los Padres National Forest. And 
many pot patches are watched over by armed guards or booby-trapped. Some are remote, but others are 
near popular tourist sites, such as a pot farm discovered late last month in California's Sequoia National 
Park, a half-mile from a cave famed for its crystal formations. 

Operators of RV parks and campgrounds near public land have taken to warning vacationers to be cautious 
in the woods. Stockpiled food or trash of any type might be an indication of a prolonged cam pout linked to a 
pot farm, officials said. They advise hikers who spot such signs to retreat and call authorities. 

The pot farms are not fly-by-night operations. Growers cut down trees and terrace canyons to create 
plantations big enough for tens of thousands of plants. They apply pesticides and herbicides -- some not 
approved for U.S. use. They dam or divert streams and hook together miles of PVC piping to build irrigation 
systems, some rigged to sophisticated timers. 

Each camp is typically tended around the clock by guards who may be equipped with assault rifles, night-
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vision goggles, walkie-talkies and radios to monitor law-enforcement chatter. 

' -'\ t .._) 

"It seems like every year, they step it up a notch," said Michelle Gregory, a special agent with the California 
Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement. 
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marijuana plants, seized 138 firearms and made 369 arrests on felony drug charges. 

So far this 
fiscal year, 
which ends 

Sept. 30, 

federal 
agents have 

raided 487 
pot farms on 
forest-
service land, 

where they 
destroyed 

2.6 million 

Nearly half the farms were tended by foreign nationals, and investigators say they believe some of the big 
operations are controlled by Mexican drug-trafficking rings. The investigation into the cartels' role is still at 

an early stage. But by tracing contacts, money trails and distribution networks, "we're starting to have 
success at linking these [pot farms] back to groups that have traditionally been enemies of ours in Mexico," 
said Jeff Sweetin, special agent in charge of the Rocky Mountain region for the Drug Enforcement 
Administration. 

The pot magnates also appear to be heavily involved in trafficking other drugs, such as methamphetamines 
and cocaine, Mr. Sweetin said. 

Growing marijuana in the U.S. is increasingly attractive to foreign cartels because fencing and stepped-up 
patrols along the Mexican border have made it tougher to smuggle drugs into this country, said Howard 
Campbell, an anthropologist who studies the cartels at the University of Texas at El Paso. 

The cartels have drug-distribution networks in more than 200 U.S. cities, so it is relatively simple for them to 
recruit workers to scout forests and tend pot crops across a broad swath of the country, Mr. Campbell said. 

Pot growers may also find this a good time to expand because cash-strapped states and counties have cut 
patrols. California's marijuana task force, which includes local, state and federal agents, has reduced aerial 
surveillance and eliminated overnight stakeouts and overtime missions, according to Ms. Gregory. 

In the Rocky Mountain region, Mr. Sweetin said some law-enforcement agencies can no longer devote 
resources to tracking suspects and building criminal cases; the most they can do is cut down marijuana 
plants when they find them -- and hope the growers don't return next season. 

Write to Stephanie Simon at stephanie.simon@wsj.com 
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EXCLUSIVE: Forest Service \Vas \Yarned 

on fire prevention 

Chuck Neubauer and Julie Pendray THE WASIDNGTON TIMES 

LOS ANGELES I Months before it dispatched its famed firefighters to California's historic 

inferno, the U.S. Forest Service was warned by its internal watchdog that it could not reliably 

decide which forests were most vulnerable to wildfires or take pre-emptive actions because it 

had failed to follow through on reforI"IB it promised to make in 2006. 

The April 3 warning from the Agriculture Department's inspector general about a continued 

shortcoming in the Forest Service's fire prevention program called "hazardous fuels reduction 

production" surfaced Wednesday as Forest Service officials acknowledged that the government 

agency failed to clear more than 1,500 acres of Angeles National Forest underbrush that it had 

been authorized to clear. 

The U.S. Forest Service obtained permits to burn away undergrowth and brush on more than 

1, 700 acres, but had done so on just 193 acres, Forest Service resource officer Steve Bear told the 

Associated Press. 

The letter from the inspector general's office critiqued the Forest Service on its follow-up to the 

2006 audit by the inspector general and said the service had failed to upgrade its information 

gathering, as had been recommended for its fire prevention program and promised by the 

service itself. 

The Forest Service initially said it would have the IG's recommendations in place by July 31, 

2007, but missed that deadline. 
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In its April letter, the inspector general said the Forest Service needed to have the enhanced 

system in place before it started spending recovery act money on such fire prevention projects. 

"We agreed and we have implemented the enhanced reporting system," said Allison Stewart, 

national press spokeswoman for the Forest Service. 

She did not immediately know when the reporting system was put into effect. It could not be 

determined whether any stimulus money or other anti-fire projects had been funded as a result of 

any post-April moves by the Forest Service. 

The "fuels reduction" program required more detailed information on how well such fire 

prevention methods as performing controlled bums, removing dry underbrush and thinning 

forests worked, the IG said, adding that the Forest Service needed to break down results of the 

various anti-fire strategies by geographic region and in other ways. 

The letter said that without more detailed information the Forest Service "risks not being able to 

identify and select those fuels projects which would provide the most benefits and reduce the 

greatest risks of damage from wildland fires." 

The "hazardous fuels reduction program" spends hundreds of millions of dollars annually trying 

to prevent or reduce forest fires by removing flammable material on which forest fires feed. 

On Wednesday, higher hmnidity gave firefighters a slight reprieve in their efforts to quell the 

biggest fire in Los Angeles County history, as Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger visited the 

command center to congratulate crews for their work. 

The principal fire, formally called the Station Fire, encompasses 140,150 acres, or nearly 220 

square miles, 98 percent of which is on federal land in Angeles National Forest in the foothills 

north of the nation's second-largest city. It was considered 28 percent contained Wednesday 

night. 

Jody Noiron of the Forest Service said at a news conference that the cause of the Station Fire was 

under investigation, though human cause had not been ruled out. 

Several congressmen and county and city officials representing the threatened areas also spoke 

at the morning news conference at Hansen Dam Park on Foothill Drive, the multiagency 

command center. 
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Besides criticism of the Forest Service clearance by Los Angeles city officials, Rep. Howard P . 

"Buck" McKeon, California Republican, noted that there could be problems in some wilderness 

bills, too, as well as too many restrictions on homeowners doing clearance. Mr. McKeon said he 

would work with Rep. Adam B. Schiff, California Democrat, to address that. 

"This brush was ready to explode," said Los Angeles County Supervisor Mike Antonovich, 

whose district overlaps the forest. "We are working with federal and state agencies to protect 

property from potential flood damage and landslides and to assess any damage to the 

watershed. It's imperative that the federal agencies implement common-sense policies to protect 

our properties." 

But Mr. Schwarzenegger also said people need to listen to fire agencies, do their own clearance 

and help themselves when fires arise. 

"There comes a certain time when it's time to get out," he said. 

Two areas were still under mandatory evacuation: parts of Alta Dena, southeast of the forest, 

and parts of Acton, along the northern perimeter. Five Red Cross shelters continued to operate, 

though some were quiet. 

"People are glad to be going home," said Sharon Christensen, a volunteer at the shelter in La 

Canada. #Others were in the La Crescenta, Palmdale, Santa Clarita and Tujunga neighborhoods. 

Areas still threatened include the Mount Wilson Observatory, the San Gabriel Wilderness, and 

camping and equestrian areas immediately west and east of the forest. 

The fires near the communities of La Crescenta and La Canada are considered contained. The 

fire is thought to have started in La Canada. The cause is under investigation. 

More than 4,000 people from fire agencies across the country fought the flames, supported the 

crews or advised media Wednesday. Eight helicopters and nine helitankers operated, along with 

11 air tankers. Sixty-four bulldozers were employed in the field, as well as 488 engines and 73 

hand crews. 

The fire has destroyed at least 62 homes and three commercial buildings. Two firefighters have 

been killed. 

Chuck Neubauer reported from Washington. 
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Missoulian 
Plans for U.S. Forest Service museum in Missoula to be unveiled 

By ROB CHANEY of the Missonlian I Pmted: Thursday, September 3, 2009 5:45 am 

In a return to its historic roots, a rew mtional rrnseum will celebrate the U.S. Forest Service in Missoula. 

Plans for the future National Museum of Forest Service History wi 11 be WJVei led at a special gatheri~ Tuesday. Construction on the 
actual building rmy begin within a year. 

Tre first Forest Service district office was opered in Missoula in 1908, am everrually becarre the headquarters for Forest Service 
Region l. 

Fonrer Region 1 supervisor airl row Forest Service Chief Tom Tidwell will lead a group of dignitaries in unveiJing the plans. 

A tour oftlie project takes place Tuesday at l l : 15 a.m In addition to Tidwell, invited dignitaries iII:hde the National Museum of 
Forest Service History's Gray Reyrolds, Jarres Deutsch of the Smthsooian Institution, Missoula Mayor Join E~n, state Sen Dave 
Wanzenried, Missoula Collllly Corrnnissiorer Bill Carey am Missoula Collllly PWlic Scoools SuperinteIXiert Alex Apostle. 

Tre rmseurn will be built on a 36-acre site at 6305 Highway 10 W., about a mile west of Missoula International Airport. Its pti>lic an:l 
private partrers have already raised rmre than $3.2 rUllion for site purchase, building design aOO lWSeWD COII:eptua.J plamiog. 
Arother $8 mllion IIl.ISt be raised to corq>lete construction aIXi exhbit displays. Ooce thlt is in ham., construction soould take about 
nire rrorths. 

Features will iII:ltxie a 3-D theater, an autrentic ranger cabin an:1 fire lookout and rrerroriaJ tree grove. 

wren corq>lete, the $12 million facility is expected to rouse rmre than 40,000 exhibits. It will cover the cultural, ecological. 
ecororoic, political aIXi social history of the Forest Service, aIXi the lan:ls aIXi corrmmities it i.nflueoced. 

Tre ronprofit National Museum ofForest Service History was fowded in 1988. For the past tkee years, the nuseum's board ireni>ers 
airl volwteers have been preparing the site, dcsi gri ng the 30 ,000-square-foot building aOO. plami ng exhibits for it to display. 

Tuesday is also tre date for the arnmal MuselllD of Forest Service History rrerrbers' ireeting, the 2009 Forest Service Reunion am the 
USFS Leadership Couocil rreeting. 

Reporter Rob Chaney can be reached at 523-5382 or at 
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Limits on Logging Are Reinstated 
By FELICllY BARRINGER 
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In a move to protect endangered species, Interior Secretary Ken Salazar announced Thursday that his 

department had reversed a Bush administration decision to double the amount oflogging allowed in and 

around old-growth forests in western Oregon. 

Veering between swipes at "indefensible" moves by the Bush administration and pledges to step up 

noncontroversial timber sales, Mr. Salazar said in a conference call with reporters that he was reinstating a 
compromise reached 15 years ago to limit logging with the goal of protecting watersheds, trout and salmon 

fisheries and endangered birds like the northern spotted owl. 

"Today we are taking action to reform the Department of Interior and correct mistakes by correcting legal 

shortcuts the late administration made at the end of its tenure," Mr. Salazar said. 

The Bush policy, challenged in the courts by environmentalists, would have allowed timber companies to 

cut up to 502 million board-feet oflumber annually from 2.6 million acres of forests in the region, or about 

double the amount allowed under the Northwest Forest Plan, which was adopted in 1994 under President 

Bill Clinton. 

In fighting the Bush plan, known as the Western Oregon Plan Revisions - or to its detractors, "Whopper" 

- environmentalists argued that the department's Bureau of Land Managemen , which oversees the 
forests, had failed to consult with the Fi h and Wildlife Service about the logging's impact on endangered 

and threatened species. 

Environmentalists also took issue with a related decision that narrowed the extent of protected habitat for 

the spotted owl. 

The Endangered Species Act requires federal agencies to consult wildlife agencies about potential 
consequences of prospective actions. 

Kristen Boyles, a lawyer with the environmental group Earthjustice, praised the reversal of the Bush policy 

on Thursday. "Whopper was not going to be the ticket for Oregon," she said. "It would have been a sea of 

stumps, and not what we needed to see in working Oregon forests." 

She added, "This is a big step for the Obama administration to take." 

Still, Mr. Salazar's decision to reverse that policy during a severe recession was fraught: at 12.1 percent, the 

unemployment rate in Oregon is among the highest in the country. In Douglas County, where the 
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forestlands involved are located, the unemployment rate is 16.9 percent, in large part because of closings of 

sawmills and the loss of timber jobs. 

Tom Partin, president of the American Forest Resource Council, expressed frustration with the reversal. 
"Oregon is facing double-digit unemployment," he said in a statement. Opening up logging under the Bush 

administration's plan "would have given our timber-dependent communities a real boost." 

But Mr. Salazar said the Obama administration hopes "to move beyond the battles of the past" while 

reviewing possible updates to the 15-year-old Northwest Forest Plan. 

In a _ uestion-and-answer ost Thursday on its Web site, the Interior De artment listed several timber sales 
it said it was preparing in Oregon that would create at least 200 jobs. 

Tom Strickland, the Interior Department's assistant secretary for fish, wildlife and parks, said in the 
conference call that such timber sales, now on a fast track, would most likely focus on smaller-diameter 

trees. 

But Ann Forest Burns, a spokeswoman for the American Forest Resource Council, a timber-industry group, 

questioned that approach. "Just thinning the second growth will not restore the health of these forests and 
will not be what these communities need," Ms. Burns said. 

Some economists, however, argue that the timber economy in Oregon suffers less from logging restrictions 
than from the housing downturn and new low-cost competition from logging companies overseas. 

Despite the logging limits, spotted owl numbers have continued to decline since the Northwest Forest Plan 

was put in place in 1994. Dominick DellaSala, chief scientist for the nonprofit National Center for 
Conservation Science and Policy and an expert on the species, said competition from its more aggressive 

cousin, the barred owl, had hampered the spotted owl's recovery. 

"We need to continue to protect the old forest to let these two owl species settle out their differences," Dr. 
DellaSala said. 
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Meet the Retreads 

By JEFFREY ST. CLAIR 

of all of Barad< Obama's airy platitudes about change none were more 

vaporous than his platitudes about the environment and within that 
category Obama has had little at all to say about matters concerning public 
lands and endangered species. He is, it seems, letting his bureaucratic 
appointments do his talking for him. So now, five months into his 
administration, Obama's policy on natural resources is beginning to take 
shape. It is a disturbingly familiar shape, almost sinister. 

It all started with the man in the hat, Ken Salazar, Obama's odd pick to 
head the Department of Interior. Odd because Salazar was largely detested 
in his own state, Colorado, by environmentalists for his repellent coziness 
with oil barons, the big ranchers and the water hogs. Odd because Salazar 
was dose friends with the disgraced Alberto Gonzalez, the t orturer's 
consigliere. Odd because Salazar backed many of the Bush administration's 
most rapacious assaults on the environment and environmental laws. 
Odder still because Salazar, in his new position as guardian of endangered 
species, had as a senator repeatedly advocated the weakening of the 
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Salazar never hid his noxious positions behind a green mantle. Obama 
certainly knew what he was buying. And the president could have made a 
much different and refreshing choice by picking Rep. Raul Grijalva, the 
Arizona Democrat, a Hispanic, a westerner and a true environmentalist 
who had helped to expose the cauldron of corruption inside the Bush 
Interior Department. Yes, Obama could have picked a western 
environmentalist; instead he tapped a prototypical western politician with 
deep ties to the water, oil, timber, ranching and mining industries. So the 
choice was deliberate and it presaged the deflating policies that are now 
beginning to stream out of his office, from siding with Sarah Palin against 
the polar bear to greenlighting dozens of Bush-era mountaintop removal 
mining operations across Appalachia. (As CounterPunch pointed out last 
fall, Obama and Palin have long since established symbiotic harmony on 
God's Pipeline, the proposed $30 billion natural gas pipeline that, if 
constructed, will slice across the tundra and boreal forests from Prudhoe 
Bay through canada to Chicago.) 

Salazar wasted no time in turning the Interior Department office into a 
hive of his homeboys. This group of lawyers and former colleagues have 
already earned the nickname the Colorado Mafia Version Three. It's 
Version Three because Colorado Mafia 
Version One belonged to James Watt and his 
Loot-the-West zealots from the Mountain 
States Legal Fund. The Version Two update 
came in the form of Gale Norton and her 
own band of fanatics, some of whom remain 
embedded in the Department's HQ, just 
down the hall from Salazar's office. 

Beyond a perverse obsession with Stetson 
hats, Salazar and Watt share some eerie 
resemblances. For starters, they look alike. 
There's a certain fleshy smugne55 to their 
facial features. Who knows if Salazar shares 
Watt's apocalyptic eschatology (Why save 
nature, Watt once quipped, when the end of 
the world is nigh.), but both men are 
arrogant, my-way-or-the-highway types. 
Watt's insolent demeanor put him to the 
right even of his patron Ronald Reagan and ultimately proved his downfall. 
Salazar may well meet the same fate-if Obama, knock-on-wood, doesn't 
nominate him for the next Supreme Court vacancy first. Most troubling, 
however, is the fact that both Watt and Salazar hold similar views on the 
purpose of the public estate, treating the national forests and Bureau of 
Land Management lands not as ecosystems but as living warehouses for 
the manufacture of stuff: I umber, paper, wedding rings, meat, energy . 

With this stark profile in mind, it probably comes as no big shock that the 
man Salazar nominated to head the Fish and Wildlife Service, the agency 
charged with protecting native wildlife and enforcing the Endangered 
Species Act, has viewed those responsibilities with indifference if not 
hostility. For the past twelve years, Sam Hamilton, whose nomination to 
head the agency is now pending before congress, has run the Southeast 
Region of the Fish and Wildlife Service, a swath of the country that has the 
dubious distinction of driving more species of wildlife to the brink of 
extinction than any other. 

From Florida to Louisiana, the encroaching threats on native wildlife are 
manifest and relentless: chemical pollution, oil drilling, coastal 
development, dearcutting, wetland destruction and a political animus 
toward environmental laws (and environmentalists). And Sam Hamilton 
was not one to stand up against this grim state of affairs. 

A detailed examination of Hamilton's tenure by Public Employees for 
Environmental Responsibility reveals his bleak record. During the period 
from 2004 through 2006, Hamilton's office performed 5,974 consultations 
on development projects (dearcuts, oil wells, golf courses, roads, housing 
developments and the like) in endangered species habitat. But Hamilton 
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gave the green light to all of these projects, except one. By contrast, 
during the same period the Rocky Mountain Office of the Fish and Wildlife 
Service officially consulted on 586 planned projects and issued 100 
objections or so-called jeopardy opinions. Hamilton has by far the weakest 
record of any of his colleagues on endangered species protection. 

There's plenty of evidence to show that Hamilton routinely placed political 
considerations ahead of enforcing the wildlife protection laws. For example, 
in the agency's Vero Beach, Florida office Fish and Wildlife Service 
biologists wrote a joint letter in 2005 complaining that their supervisors 
had ordered them not to object to any project in endangered species 
habitat-no matter how ruinous. 

Take the case of the highly endangered Florida panther. One of Hamilton's 
top lieutenants in Florida has been quoted as telling his subordinates that 
the big cat was a "zoo species" doomed to extinction and that to halt any 
developments projects in the panther's habitat would be a waste of time 
and political capital. 

·under Sam Hamilton, the Endangered Species Act has become a dead 
letter, H says PEER's Executive Director Jeff Ruch, noting that the White 
House announcement on Hamilton touted his "innovative conservation" 
work. "Apparently, the word 'no' is not part of 'innovative' in Mr. 
Hamilton's lexicon. To end the cyde of Endangered Species Act lawsuits, 
the Fish and Wildlife Service needs a director who is willing to follow the 
law and actually implement the Act. Hamilton's record suggests that he will 
extend the policies of Bush era rather than bring needed change.• 

Now this man has the fate of the jaguar, grizzly and northern spotted owl 
in his compromised hands. Feel the chill? 

Over at the Agriculture Department Obama made a similarly cynical pick 
when he chose former Iowa governor Tom Vilsak to head the agency that 
oversees the national forests. Vilsak resides to the right of Salazar and not 
just in the sitting arrangement at Cabinet meetings. He is a post-Harken 
Iowa Democrat, which means he's essentially a Republican who believes in 
evolution six days a week. (He leaves such Midwestern heresies at the 
door on Sundays.) Think Earl Butz-minus the racist sense of humor (as 
far as we know). 

Vilsak is a creature of industrial agriculture, a brusque advocate for the 
corporate titans that have laid waste the farmbelt: Monsanto, Archer 
Daniels Midland and cargill . As administrations come and go, these 
companies only tighten their stranglehold, poisoning the prairies, 
spreading their clones and frankencrops, sucking up the Oglalla aquifer, 
scalping topsoil and driving the small farmers under. It could have been 
different. Obama might have opted for change by selecting Wes Jackson of 
the Land Institute, food historian Michael Pollan or Roger Johnson, 
president of the National Farmers Union. Instead he opted for the old 
guard, a man with a test tube in one hand and Stihl chainsaw in the other. 

Through a quirk of bureaucratic categorization, the Department of 
Agriculture is also in charge of the national forests. At 190 million acres, 
the national forests constitute the largest block of public lands and serve 
as the principal reservoir of biotic diversity and wilderness on the 
continent. They have also been under a near constant state of siege since 
the Reagan era: from dearcuts, mining operations, ORV morons, ski 
resorts and cattle and sheep grazing. 

Since 1910, when public outrage erupted after President William Taft fired 
Gifford Pinchot for speaking out against the corrupt policies of Interior 
Secretary Richard Ballinger, the chief of the Forest Service had been 
treated as a civil service employee and, much like the director of the FBI 
and CIA, was considered immune from changes in presidential 
administrations. This all changed when Bill Clinton imperiously dismissed 
Dale Robertson as chief in 1994 and replaced him with Jack Ward Thomas, 
the former wildlife biologist who drafted Ointon's plan to resume logging in 
the ancient forests of the Pacific Northwest. Thomas' tenure at the agency 
proved disastrous for the environment. In eight years of Ointon time, the 
Forest Service cut six times as much timber as the agency did under the 
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Reagan and Bush I administrations combined. The pace of logging set by 
Thomas continued unabated during the Bush the Youngers administration. 

So now Vilsak has given the boot to Gail Kimbell, Bush's compliant chief, 
and replaced her with a 32-year veteran of the agency named Tom Tidwell . 
Those were 32 of the darkest years in the Forest Service's long history, 
years darkened by a perpetual blizzard of sawdust. You will search Google 
in vain for any evidence that during the forest-banging years of the Bush 
administration, when Tidwell served as Regional Forester for the Northern 
Rockies, this man ever once stood up to Kimbell or her puppetmaster Mark 
Rey, who went from being the timber industry's top lobbyist to Bush's 
Undersecretary of Agriculture in charge of the national forests. (Point of 
interest: Rey, once known as the Skeletor of the Timber Industry for the 
hundreds of thousands of acres of dearcuts on his rapsheet, has now been 
retained as a fixer by WildLaw, an environmental law firm in Alabama -
retained without ever having issued a single mea 01/pa for his career as a 
top rank ecodder. You just can't make this stuff up, anymore.) No, Tidwell 
was no whistleblower. He was, in fact, a facilitator of forest destruction, 
eagerly implementing the Kimbell-Rey agenda to push dearcuts, mines, oil 
wells and roads into the heart of the big wild of Montana and Idaho. 

Despite this dismal resume, Tidwell's appointment received near 
unanimous plaudits, from timber companies, ORV user groups, mining 
firms and, yes, the Wilderness Society. Here's the assessment of Cliff 
Roady director the Montana Forest Products Association, a timber industry 
lobby outfit : "His appointment keeps things on a fairly steady course. He 
reported to Gail Kimbell, and they worked together really well. He's 
somebody we'd look forward to working with." 

And here, singing harmony, are the tweets of Bob Ed<ey, a spokesman for 
the Wilderness Society, which some seasoned observers of environmental 
politics consider to be yet another timber industry lobby group: "Tidwell 
understands the American public's vision for a national forest has been 
changing." 

During his tenure in Montana, Tidwell specialized in the art of coercive 
collaboration, a social manipulation technique that involves getting 
environmental groups to endorse destructive projects they would normally 
litigate to stop. Yet, when copiously lubricated with the magic words 
"collaboration" or "di mate change" most environmentalists can be enticed 
to swallow even the most ghastly of dearcuts in the most ecologically 
sensitive sites, such as the Bitterroot Mountains in Montana to the 
fast-dwindling ponderosa pine forests of Oregon's Blue Mountains. 

One of Tidwell's highest priorities will, it seems, be tum the national 
forests into industrial biomass farms, all in the name of green energy. 
Under this destructive scheme, forests, young and old alike, will be 
dearrut, not for lumber, but as fuel to be burned in biomass power 
generators. Already officials in the big timber states of Oregon and 
Washington are crowing that they will soon be able to become the "Saudi 
Arabia"' of biomass production. Did they run this past Smokey the Bear? 

Of course, Smokey, that global icon of wildfire suppression, and Tidwell 
will, no doubt, find common ground on another ecol:ogical dubious project: 
thinning and post-fire salvage logging. We've reached the point where 
old-fashioned timber sales are a thing of the past. Now every logging 
operation will an ecological justification - specious though they all 
certainly turn out to be. 

The Alliance for the Wild Rockies, one of the few green outfits to 
consistently stand up against Democratic Party-sponsored depredations on 
the environment, sued Tidwell at least 20 times during his time as regional 
forester in Missoula . There's no record of Tidwell being sued even once by 
Boise-Cascade, Plum Creek Timber or the Noranda Gold Mining Company. 

Yet by and large, the mainstream environmental movement has muzzled 
itself while the Obama administration stocks the Interior Department with 
corporate lawyers, extraction-minded bureaucrats and Ointon-era 
retreads. This strategy of a self-imposed gag order will only serve to 
enable Salazar and Vilsak to pursue even more rapacious schemes without 
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any fear of accountability. 

The pattern of political conditioning has been honed to perfection. Every 
few weeks the Obama administration will drop a few meaningless 
crumbs--such as the reinstitution of the Clinton Roadless Area 
rule-toward the enviro establishment, which will greedily gobble them up 
one after the other until, like Hansel and Gretel with groupthink, they find 
themselves hopelessly lost in a vast maze of Obama-sanctioned dearcuts. 
After that, they won't even get a crumb. 

On the environment, the transition between Bush and Obama has been 
disturbingly smooth when it should have been decisively abrupt. 

Where will the administration meet its first roadblock? Who will erect it? 

Jeffrey St. Clalr is the author of Been Brown So Long It Looked Uke 
Green to Me: the Polit ics of Nature and Grand Theft Penta on. His newest 
book, Born Under a Bad S , is just out from AK Press/ Countert>unch 
books. He can be reached at : sitka@comcast.net. 
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Judge Tosses Bush-Era Forest Management Regulations 
By NOELLE STRAUB of Greenwire 

A federal judge sided with environmentalists yesterday and threw out Bush-era Forest Service regulations 

that govern management plans for national forests. 

Judge Claudia Wilken of the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California ruled that the service 
failed to analyze the effects from removing requirements guaranteeing viable wildlife populations. The 

planning rule determines how 155 national forests and 20 national grasslands develop individual forest 
plans, governing activities from timber harvests to recreation and protecting endangered plants and 

animals. 

Wilken's decision (pdf) marks the third time a court has rejected revisions of the regulations over the past 

decade. 

"We hope it's the last gasp of the Forest Service under the Bush administration and that we can now move 

forward with the Obama administration and try to come up with rules that will actually protect the forests," 

said Marc Fink, attorney for Center for Biological Diversity and one of the attorneys representing the 

plaintiffs in the case. 

Conservation groups hope the Forest Service will reinstate the 1982 rule while coming up with new 
regulations, Fink said. Forest Service spokesman Joe Walsh said the decision is under review. "The review 
will help them decide what direction to go in," he added. 

Wilken said the 2008 rule violated both the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the 

Endangered Species Act. The environmental impact statement prepared by the Forest Service for the 2008 

rule, she wrote, "does not actually analyze the environmental effects of implementing the Rule." 

Although the environmental impact statement "repetitively insists" that the rule will have no effect on the 

environment because it merely sets out the process for developing land resource management plans, 
Wilken noted that argument was rejected twice before by courts and that she rejects it, too. 

For example, she wrote, the 2008 rule does not require that plans "insure" the viability of vertebrate 

species, as the 1982 rule did, or even provide a "high likelihood" of viability, as a 2000 revision did. 

Instead, the 2008 rule states a goal of providing a framework to contribute to sustaining ecological systems. 
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"Alt'hotigh the [environmental impact statement] discusses the differences between the various standards, it 

fails to acknowledge the effect of eliminating the viability requirement," Wilken wrote. "Because the 

[statement] does not evaluate the environmental impacts of the 2008 Rule, it does not comply with NEPA's 

requirements." 

The Forest Service had cited the Supreme Court's recent Summers v. Earth Island Institute decision that 

advocacy groups cannot challenge federal regulations on public lands unless they can prove they are 
themselves directly threatened by the proposed rules. But Wilken said that decision does not bear on 

yesterday's case. The overarching nature of the planning rule makes it impossible to link the procedural 
arguments of this case to any particular site-specific project, she said. 

"The present case involves a challenge, not to the substance of any particular regulation, but to the Forest 

Service's failure to follow proper procedures when promulgating the 2008 Rule," the judge wrote. 

In 2007, a federal judge in San Francisco stopped the Forest Service from using a planning rule put in place 

in 2005, siding with 19 environmental groups and the state of California, which argued that the Bush 

administration removed environmental protections without providing for proper public comment or 

considering the effect on endangered species. 

Several environmental groups also challenged an attempt in 2000 by the Clinton administration to revise 

the planning rule, even though the Clinton rule was endorsed by many environmentalists and opposed by 
the timber industry. That rule was suspended by the Bush administration in early 2001 and never 

implemented, but the court case continued in part. The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in favor of 
the environmental groups and remanded the case for further proceedings. 

The groups in yesterday's case are Citizens for Better Forestry, Environmental Protection Information 

Center, Center for Biological Diversity, Wild West Institute, Gifford Pinchot Task Force, Idaho Sporting 

Congress, Friends of the Clearwater, Utah Environmental Congress, Cascadia Wildlands Project, Klamath 
Siskiyou Wildlands Center, Wild South, the Lands Council, Forest Service Employees for Environmental 

Ethics, Oregon Wild and WildEarth Guardians. A separate lawsuit by Defenders of Wildlife, Sierra Club, the 

Wilderness Society, and Vermont Natural Resources Council challenging the same rule was consolidated 
with the case. 

An official with industry group American Forest Resource Council said they are reviewing the decision and 
could not yet comment. 

Click here (pdf) to read the judge's decision. 

Copyright 2009 E&E Publishing. All Rights Reserved. 

For more news on energy and the environment, visit www.greenwire.com. 
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Forests Service: $247 million for trail work 

Associated Press - July 23, 2009 6:55 PM Er 

The U.S. Forest Service is spending $274 million of its economic stimulus money on catching up on 
a huge backlog of maintenance of trails and facilities - and $10 million of that goes to Oregon. 

Forest Service Chief Tom Tidwell said Thursday from Washington, D.C., that the 191 projects 
were chosen on the basis of economic need in the states where they are located, as well as the 
potential to correct environmental problems, such as erosion. 

He adds that this will not clear up the backlog of $4 billion worth of projects . 

The money in Oregon goes to the Oregon Youth Employment Initiative, and for work on the 
Pacific Crest Trail, and trails on the Mt. Hood, Umatilla, and Ochoco national forests . 

Copyright 2009 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, 
broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. 
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AGRICULTURE SECRETARY VILSACK PRESENTS NATIONAL VISION FOR 
AMERICA'S FORESTS 

Audio 

SEAITLE, August 14, 2009- Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack today outlined his vision 
for the future of our nation's forests . In his first major address regarding the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture Forest Service, Vtlsack set forth a new direction guided by the principles of 
conservation, management, and restoration of these natural treasures. 

Below are excerpts from Secretary Vilsack's speech as prepared for delivery : 

"A healthy and prosperous America relies on the health of our natural resources, and 
particularly our forests. America's forests supply communities with clean and abundant water, 
shelter wildlife, and help us mitigate and adapt to climate change. Forests help generate rural 
wealth through recreation and tourism, through the creation of green jobs, and through the 
production of wood products and energy. And they are a national treasure - requiring all of us 
to protect and preserve them for future generations. 

"The President has made clear his interest in conserving our natural environment. I intend 
to take that responsibility very seriously and to devote the time and attention it deserves. I also 
know that Forest Service Chief Tom Tidwell shares that commitment. 

"The Forest Service must not be viewed as an agency concerned only with the fate of our 
National Forests, but must instead be acknowledged for its work in protecting and maintaining 
all American forests, including state and private lands. Our shared vision adopts an 'all-lands 
approach,' requiring close collaboration with the NRCS and its work on America's private 
working lands. 

"Our shared vision begins with restoration. Restoration means managing forest lands first 
and foremost to protect our water resources, while making our forests more resilient to climate 
change. Forest restoration led by the dedicated people at the Forest Service opens 
non-traditional markets for climate mitigation and biomass energy while appropriately 
recognizing the need for more traditional uses of forest resources. 

"Emerging markets for carbon and sustainable bioenergy will provide landowners with 
expanded economic incentives to maintain and restore forests. The Forest Service must play a 
significant role in the development of new markets and ensuring their integrity. Carbon and 
bioenergy aren't the only new opportunity for landowners. Markets for water can also provide 
landowners with incentives to restore watersheds and manage forests for clean and abundant 
water supplies. These markets can also create jobs in rural. 
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California: Marijuana Growers Linked to Wildfires 
By SOWMON MOORE 

an1 

A large wildfire in Santa Barbara County spread from a campfire set by illegal marijuana growers 

last week, according to the police and fire officials. The blaze, known as the La Brea Fire, burned 

more than 85,000 acres, fire officials said. The United States Forest Service said in a statement that 

Mexican drug cartels were suspected of being behind the marijuana operation. Cartel operatives 

plant marijuana crops in remote fields camouflaged by protected wilderness, drug enforcement 

officials said. The growers often camp for long periods near their crops and use pesticides and 

fertilizers, many of which are restricted in the United States and banned in protected forests. They 

also clear protected forests in order to plant marijuana. Marijuana eradication officials say that 

environmental damage caused by illegal pot growers often takes years to repair. The La Brea is one 

of several blazes that forestry crews fought last week, including the Lockheed Fire, as Southern 

California heads into its dry, windy fire season. 
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New Efforts Needed for Handle Off-Highway Vehicles on 
Public Lands, GAO Says 
By NOELLE STRAUB of Greenwire 

With a lack of resources and staff leaving federal land managers unable to handle the increasing use 

of off-highway vehicles on public lands, the agencies must change their planning, communication 

and enforcement efforts, a government watchdog has found. 

Use of OHVs on public lands increased from 2004 through 2008, emerging as a national issue and 

bringing environmental, social and safety impacts, a new Government Accountability Office report 

says. 

The Forest Service has identified unmanaged motorized recreation as one of the top four threats to 

national forests. Federal land management agencies have only recently begun to respond to this 

trend by revising their plans and how they manage OHV use, but they face constrained budgetary 

and staff resources and other competing management priorities, the report says. 

Most officials from the Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management and National Park Service said 

ORV-related environmental impacts occur on less than 20 percent of their lands, although a few 

said such impacts occur on 80 percent or more of their lands, the report says. The most widespread 

impacts were soil erosion, damage to vegetation, wildlife habitat fragmentation, and the spread of 
. . . 
mvas1ve species. 

About no ORV-related deaths occurred nationwide per year on public lands from fiscal 2004 

through 2008, about 570 total, according to data provided by field unit officials. The most often 

reported social and safety impacts were conflicts between OHV and nonmotorized users, 

displacement of nonmotorized users, conflicts with private landowners, and irresponsible ORV 

operation. 

Although the agencies reported taking a variety of actions to manage OHV use, agency field unit 

officials said they cannot sustainably manage their ORV route systems, the report says. Sustainable 

management would include having the necessary resources available to ensure compliance with 

regulations, educate users, maintain ORV use areas and evaluate the existing OHV program. 

Some agency units have taken actions such as supplementing federal funds with outside resources 

like state grants, communicating with the public by posting signs and maps, and enforcing ORV 
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regulations by occasionally patrolling OHV areas and writing citations for OHV violations, the 

report says. 

However, few officials said their unit had signs and maps for nearly all of their OHV areas. And 

while most field unit officials said they conduct enforcement activities, such as writing citations, 

about half indicated that fines are insufficient to deter illegal or unsafe OHV use. 

The Forest Service and BLM in particular will be better able to manage OHV use if they improve 
their strategic planning, GAO said. For example, the Forest Service's OHV plan does not identify 

strategies or time frames for implementing important aspects of OHV management, such as 

motorized-travel designations on the ground, communicating with the public, monitoring OHV trail 

systems or enforcing OHV regulations. 

While Bl.M's recreation plan contains strategies addressing key aspects of OHV management, the 

agency has not identified time frames for implementing these strategies or performance measures 

for monitoring progress, GAO said. 

The agencies also should develop more user-friendly maps and signs for their route systems and 

seek more appropriate fines to deter violations of OHV regulations, GAO recommended. 

The Park Service has no extensive planning or guidance for managing OHV use but that "seems 

reasonable" given that OHV use is limited to only a few units and not a predominant recreational 
activity on Park Service lands, the report says. 

The Interior and Agriculture departments generally agreed with GAO's findings and 

recommendations. However, on route designation, the Forest Service feels the existing strategy, 
time frame and performance measures are appropriate for travel management planning. The 

agency agreed with GAO's other goals but said its preferred method is development of a 

national-level plan specifically addressing OHV management. 

"While the agency will soon provide guidance to its field staff through the dissemination of an 

implementation guide, in the future the agency will also develop a strategy, timeframes and 

performance measures for implementation," the Forest Service said. "Developing strategies and 

timeframes for this plan will be straightforward. Identifying new performance measures will off er a 

challenge due to the situation differences, at the local level, and the added costs to collect that 
information in a way that is accessible and meaningful at the national level." 

BLM said it concurred with the recommendations and is developing additional measures and 

drafting a manual and handbook to provide detailed guidance to field offices. 

Click here (pelf) to read the report. 

Copyright 2009 E&E Publishing. All Rights Reserved. 
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AP Interview: New Forest chief vows quick spending 
By MA--Ht::WuA>..• - 57 mi~ago 

WASHINGTON (AP) - New Forest Service Chief Tom net.veil says he will move quickly to 

ensure that his agency spends its $1 .15 billion share of federal economic stimulus funding. 

The Forest Service has spent $643 m illion of its stimulus money so far, Including $228 million in 

projects announced this morth to repair forest roads and bridges in 31 states. Tidwell said even 

more projects should be approved in coming weeks 

'We're focused on doing the ones that have been selected and letting the contracts so people 

can get back to work," Tidwell said in a telephOne interview with The Associated Press. ''Thars 

our first priority." 

Tidwell said he will continue many of the policies of his predecessor, Gail Kimbell, including a 

focus on fighting climate change and reaching oli to children to make them more aware of and 

comfortable w ith national forests. 

Tidwell, 54, was named the agency's 17th chief on Wednesday, capping a 32-year Forest 

Service career He most recently supervised national forests in northern Idaho, Montana and the 

Dakotas - the same post Kimbell and her predecessor, Dale Bosworth, held before taking the 

top job 

Less than 24 hours into his new role, Tict.vell faced an immediate controversy. 

Wyoming's Democratic governor wrote a scathing letter to Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack, 

complaining that the Forest Service has excluded Wyoming from stimulus spending. 

"Forg ive my pessimism, but I have my doutxs that most In Washington can even find Wyoming 

on a map, no less understand the tremendous resource issues we face," Gov. Dave Freudenthal 

wrote. 

Wyoming's forests are suffering from the same pine beetle epidemic that has swept across the 

West, Freudenthal said, noting that other states like Colorado have received millions in federal 

money to address the impacts of beet le-killed bmber. 

Tidwell said he was not familiar with the specifics about Wyoming but would lock into the 

governor's complaint. 

He said he would use his experience developing a policy on roadless forests in Idaho as a model 

for his new job. Tict.vell, the top forester in a four-state region, worked with Idaho officials, 

environmental groups, the timber industry, recreation enthusiasts, Indian tribes and others as the 

state developed a policy for control of remote, roadless forests. 

Idaho was the only state exempted from a recent order by V ilsack drastically slowing down 

approval of new road projects in national forests 

"I have found these collaborative efforts that bring together a diverse group of interests is 

probably one of the best ways for us to resolve the controversial issues," Tict.vell said. "Bring 

folks together and let them understand each other's values and develop relationships." 
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Court upholds 
federal roadless 
rule 

MIAMI, Fla. - A Bill Clinton-era federal rule 
that keeps logging and road graders out of 
roadless areas in national forests was 
upheld by a federal appeals court Friday, 
but U.S. Forest Service Chief Tom Tidwell 
believes a federal roadless rule unique to 
Colorado will enhance wild land protections 
across the state while keeping communities 
from being harmed by the bark beetle. 

The U.S. 10th Circuit Court of Appeals in 
Denver on Friday upheld the long
contested 2001 Roadless Rule, which 
protects about 58 million acres of 
undeveloped wild lands on national forests n 
ationwide and about 4 million acres in 
Colorado from new road construction. 
Thousands of acres in Roosevelt National 
Forest are in roadless areas, including 
Greyrock near Fort Collins. 

The Clinton rule, long derided by 
developers and extraction industries, had 
been overturned by a federal district court 
in Wyoming. Anticipating that the 2001 rule 
would not be implemented in Colorado, 
state and federal officials began creating a 
Colorado-unique rule six years ago, 
opening some land up for certain kinds of 
development, including the removal of 
some bark beetle-killed trees. That rule is 
set to be finalized soon. 

http://www.coloradoan.com/fdcp/?unique= 1319477232078 

Though the court's Friday decision makes 
the more restrictive 2001 rule effective in 
Colorado, the Forest Service is eager to 
push ahead with the Colorado rule, which 
will affect forest land throughout Larimer 
County. 

Tidwell , speaking at the Society of 
Environmental Journalists annual 
conference in Miami, said Saturday he 
doesn't think there will be a conflict 
between Colorado's rule and the 2001 
rule. In fact, he said, the Colorado rule is 
an "addition and improvement" on the 
Clinton-era rule partly because it gives 
foresters the flexibility to remove dead 
trees around homes. 

"We're hoping to get the final Colorado rule 
out later next year," he said. 

The Colorado rule, which allows the Forest 
Service to harvest trees around beetle
ravaged communities, will provide the 
agency with more flexibility to respond to 
the bark beetle spread than the 2001 rule, 
Tidwell said. 

Advertisement 
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Environmental groups have long believed 
the 2001 rule to be neany the gold 
standard for roadless area protection 
across the country, and many have called 
for the Colorado rule to be scuttled in 
order to protect areas where it would allow 
development. 

"The importance of maintaining a national 
policy to preserve America's most pristine 
forests cannot be overstated," Jane 
Danowitz, director of the Pew 
Environmental Group's U.S. Public Lands 
Program, said in a statement Friday. 

"Without the roadless rule, protection of 
these national forests would be left to a 
patchwork management system that in the 
past resulted in millions of acres lost to 
logging, drilling and other industrial 
development," she said. 

Some of those lands eventually could be set 
aside for wilderness designation, which 
would bar all development and vehicle 
entry. 

When asked if the implementation of the 
2001 roadless rule could lead to future 
wilderness designation, Ttdwell said the 
Fore st Service wants more of its land to 
become wilderness, but that decision must 
be made by Congress. 
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By . 

Washlni:ton. DC - President Barack Obama on Monday signed into law the 
R1:c11:al1<>nul < 'l'l'<'r1u111h h1h.1ncen1< .. "lll \cl (S. 382/H.R. 765), which paves the way for 
more robust sum.mer operations al the nation ·s 121 ski areas that operate on public lands. 
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Mountain biking at Utah's Deer VaUey Resor1 

(photo: FTOffodd C opeland) 

The new law, championed by Colorado Democratic Senator Mark Udall. is designed to 
allow ski resorts located in Arizona, Califo rnia, Colorado. Idaho, Montana, New 
Hampshire, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, Vermont, Washington and Wyoming to offer 
their guests a wider array of ootivities in summer. It amends the National Forest Ski Area 

Permit Act of 1986 to permit activities beyond the alpine and Nordic skiing already 
allowed in ski areas on public lands. Such uses would include zip lines, mountain 

coasters and alpine slides as well as mountain biking and concerts that some resorts 
already offer on adjacent private land, but this new law allows such facilities on National 
Forest Service land leased to the resorts with Forest Service approval. 

The law's pr-oponents say that it will create 600 extta jobs and is expected to bring in an 
additional $40 million to local communities in direct spending. It will also increase lease 

payments by ski resorts to the federal government. 

' 'The national forests have always been some of America's greatest playgrounds," said 
U.S. Forest Service Chief Tom Tidwell. "It is exciting that our ski areas will now be able 
to offer more recreational opportunities and econom ic benefits." 

The bill was co-sponsored by U.S. Senator John Barrasso (R-WY), U.S. Representative 
Rob Bishop (R-UT), and U.S. Representative Diana DeGctte (D-CO). 
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Forest Service enters new era with massive stewardship contract 

Poated: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 5:05 am 

The news that the Forest Service has finally awarded its massive, 300,000-acrc stewardship contact for northern Arizona is certainly welcome. The big 
wildfires of recent years, combined with h~ summcn, have undcncorcd the continued risks that the forest.I and local communitica arc under unlcas 
decisive action is taken. 

But even with a new wood product.I mill up and running in Winslow by late 2013, it will be decades before the forests show significant progress. The initial 
plans call for thinning 30,000 acres a year, whereas last year's Wallow Fire charred 540,000 acres in less than a month. 

Because of an innovative public-private collaboration, the Flagstaff area had gotten a decade's head start on forest thinning until the recession hit. Then, 
starting in 2008, plans for projects like the one approved for Schultz Pass sat on the shelf for several yean until it was too late ·· the wildfire in 2010 occurred 
because the Forcat Service couldn't find a bidder for the trees. And Congress has made it clear that although it will appropriate plenty of money to fight fires, 
it isn't willing to put the same amount into preventive thinning. 

Now, with new mills like the one in Winslow and elsewhere across the country set lo contract for all the small-diameter wood that loggcn can harvest, it will 
be up lo the private sector to underwrite the restoration of our forests . One reason Pioneer Forest Products was chosen was because of ita focus on cabinets 
and furniture, products that would likely withstand a continued economic downturn. The other bidder was set to use the wood for primary building materials, 
and the Forest Service apparently wasn't willing to put all of ita chips on the housing construction market. 

So instead of paying loggcn up to $400 an acre to haul away doghair thicket.I when the U.S. Treasury was flush, the Forcal Service will actually be getting a 
token payment ofS22 an acre for the 300,000 acres that Pioneer Forest Product.I will harvest. That's S6.6 million over 10 yean, enough to conduct ovenight 
of the contracton and plan for the next large-scale stewardship contract, even if Congress cu ls the agency's budget further. 

A3 for the Flagstaff region, most of the major thinning projects close to town have been completed. As we reported last week, the next big one will be on the 
rim of Sycamore Canyon 30 miles to the southwest. It's an area just outaide an extremely combustible wilderness zone that can't be treated mechanically, so a 
buffer is needed when Sycamore Canyon inevitably falls prey lo catastrophic wildfire. The city of Flagstaff also wants lo move up the scheduled thinning of 
the Dry Lake Hills and Lake Mary watcnhcda to protect against post-fire flooding. 

Until the mill and the thinning get started, however, the watchword, as ever, is extreme caution in the woods during dry season. Healthy forests arc the key to 
healthy oommunities in northern Arizona. We're about to tum the comer on forest health, so let's be sure we get there safely. 
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Forest Service urged to uphold hydrofracking ban 

Agency received letter from environmental coalition as well as comments from 50,000 
individuals on plan for George Washington National Forest 

By Karl Blanke1Whip 

A coalition of conservation groups from around the Bay watershed Is urging the U.S. Forest Service 
to stick to the prohibition on horizontal drilling for natural gas that it proposed In its draft 
management plan for the George Washington National Forest. 

Their letter - along with a campaign that generated more than 50,000 comments from individuals -
sought to bolster the proposed restrictions on drilling in the Marcellus Shale, which have drawn fire 
from members of Congress and the administration of Virginia Gov. Bob McDonnell. 

The 1.1-million-acre forest, located in Virginia and West Virginia, is the largest single federal 
landholding in the Bay watershed. 

The management plan proposed this spring would prohibit the drilling technique needed to access 
the gas in the deep Marcellus Shale formation underlying about half of the forest. No such 
prohibition was in the previous management plan . 

Although there has been little interest to date in drilling in the Marcellus formation within the 
forest, the natural gas industry and its supporters in Congress worry that any drilling prohibition 
would set a precedent for other federal lands. 

The draft plan led to a congressional hearing in July in which Rep. Doug Lamborn, R-CO, chairman 
of the House Energy and Mineral Resources Subcommittee, said the Forest Service "would 
essentially close the entire forest to a safe and efficient means of energy development." 

Joe Holtrop, deputy chief of the Forest Service, insisted at the hearing that the plan did not set a 
national precedent, saying that forest management plans are "place based" documents for 
individual forests, and take into consideration local concerns. Horizontal drilling has been opposed 
by several counties and cities adjacent to the forest. 

"I want to be clear," Holtrop said, "the U.S. Forest Service has no policy, nor do we have any plans 
to develop any policy to ban horizontal drilling and the associated hydraulic fracturing. " 

Extracting gas from the Marcellus Shale, a formation that stretches from southwestern Virginia to 
New York, has been controversial because accessing it requires drilling deep wells, then drilling 
horizontally. 

Water and a wide variety of chemicals are pumped into the well under very high pressure to break 
up rocks, a process called hydraulic fracturing , or hydrofracking for short. The process creates 
large volumes of wastewater. This wastewater, bearing minerals, chemicals and sometimes 
radiation, has contaminated streams and caused other problems in some places where drill ing has 
occurred. 

Representatives of the oil and gas drilling industry testified at the hearing that the Obama 
administration was restricting access to a domestic energy source that burns cleaner than other 
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fossil fuels. And, they insisted, hydraulic fracturing had caused relatively few problems relative to 
the number of wells drilled. 

But environmental groups contend that the large amount of water which must be drawn from other 
sources to drill each well - as much as 4 million to 5 million gallons - and the threat of spills 
Involving contaminated drilling wastes pose a threat to high-quality streams and drinking water 
supplies. 

They also said drilling activities would affect wildlife habitat and interfere with recreational activities 
in the forest. 

Choose Clean Water, a coalition of conservation groups In the Bay watershed, helped generate 
more than 50,000 individual comments in favor of the draft management plan before the comment 
period closed In mid-October. 

In a letter signed by 75 organizations, the coalition stated that "due to the documented risks of 
horizontal drilling and high-volume hydraulic fracturing and the numerous public benefits that could 
be impacted through this type of gas drilling, our organizations feel strongly that the Forest Service 
would be well-justified in prohibiting horizontal drilling on future federal oil and gas leases" in the 
George Washington forest. 

But they also expressed concern that about 93 percent of the forest, or almost 1 million acres, 
would remain open to leasing for vertical drilling, noting that 90 percent of all vertical wells also 
involve hydraulic fracturing, although they generally produce less wastewater than horizontal wells. 
Further, those wells would present the same risks for surface and ground water, as well as 
problems for wildlife habitat and recreation . 

The letter stated that the plan did not sufficiently analyze those risks and said, at a minimum, that 
watersheds that supply local drinking water and other priority watersheds should not be available 
for leasing. 

After reviewing comments, the Forest Service expects to finalize its management plan next March. 

Related stories in this issue: 

EPA to set rules for treating wastewater tram natural gas drilling 

Impact fee sought for Marcellus drilling in PA 

Karl is the Editor of the Bay Journal. Send Karl an e- mail . 

The Bay Journal is published by Chesapeake Med1d Seryau: for the Chesapeake Bay Progrd111. 
Ter 111~ of Use I Pr 1vacy Polrc.y I RSS Feed~ I © Copyright 2010 - Bay Journal 
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Budget chaos reigns: 2012, 2013 plans in disarray in wake of debt deal 

By SEAN REILLY I Last Updllted:August 15, 2011 

Comments (9) Recommend (4) 15 

Federal financial managers are accustomed to dealing with budget challenges. But rarely have they faced the 
combination of challenges now heading their way: 

• With seven weeks to go before the next fiscal year begins, Congress has not passed any of the dozen spending 
bills that keep the government operating; and most agencies, if not all, will likely enter the fiscal year under a 
continuing resolution. 

• The Office of Management and Budget has not given any guidance to agencies on how to prepare their 2013 
budget submissions, which are due to OMB in only a few weeks. That OMB guidance typically goes out to agencies 
in June, but it has been sidetracked by uncertainty created by the lengthy and inconclusive debt ceiling negotiations. 

Many experts forecast another bruising partisan clash over the 2012 budget - as there was this year over the 2011 
budget - that may again ttv-eaten the shutdown of some agencies. 

"It's been extremely difficult," Peter Grace, director of strategic planning and management at the Housing and Urban 
Development Department, said last week of the uncertainty. 

A continuing resolution typically mairtains spending at the preceding year's levels. IV. some agencies, such as the 
Veterans Affairs Department and Nuclear Reg"atory Commission, that sho"dn't be a problem, top officials said last 
week. 

But the challenges are magnified for agencies like the Securities and Exchange Commission and the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission, which are picking up big new regulatory chores under the Dodd-Frank financial 
service overhaul. Another is the Social Security Administration, whose workload is swelling as baby boomers retire 
and the dismal economy drives more people to seek disability benefits. 

"People are significantly concerned and they're stressed out," said \Mtold Skwierczynski, president of the American 
Federation of Government Employees council that represents SSA's field operations staff. "It's crisis after crisis." 

The agency imposed a partial hiring freeze more than a year ago. To cut overtime, it recently announced that field 
offices will close to the public 30 minutes earlier each day. 

In the next year, Skwierczynski said, SSA w~I have to shed 4,400 employees, including those who work directly for 
the agency and those at affiliated state offices, if the agency is forced to operate on current-level funding. Those cuts 
can be accomplished ttv-ough attrition if the agency's budget is unchanged. But if funding is w , employees would be 
furloughed one day for every $25 million in reductions, said Skwierczynski, citing official projections. 

Michael Gallagher, SSA's deputy commissioner for budget, finance and management, declined an interview request. 
An SSA spokeswoman confirmed the potential workforce cuts, but added in an email that "we will do everything we 
can to avoid ft.Xloughs." 

At the CFTC, which is supposed to assume oversight of a $3 trillion derivatives market, a long-term continuing 
resolution would mean that the agency co"d keep working on required rulemakings, but would otherwise have to 
make tradeoft's, Chairman Gary Gensler said in an interview. 

House Speaker John Boehne 
Obama leave the Capitol in 1\1 
trying federal budget negotiat 
on a FY2011 spending plan jl 
federal shutdown in April. Wit 
remaining before the start of I 
not passed any of the dozen : 
the goverrvnent operating; m1 
will likely enter the fiscal year 
resolution. (File photo I Getty 

Federal Times Video 
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That coud ertail shifting staff from oversight of the futures market that the commission already regu ates, Gensler 
said. It also could slow its ability to handle a flood of new registrations from derivatives dealef'S. 'Mthout more 
resources, CFTC employees can't be "effective cops on the beat," Gensler said. 

Although commission employees have so far been able to meet the challenges, he added , ''they need 
reinforcements." 

Prospects for another shutdown 

Absent any clear direction from Capitol Hill , agency leaders are treading carefully. 

Last month, Forest Service Chief Tom Tidwell announced a hiring "pause" at the agency and warned employees that 
stiff budget cuts are possible next year. 

"I/Ve don't want to face a situation where the final budget levels are approved midway through the fiscal year that 
cause us to take unplanned and drastic action to achieve required savings," Tidwell said in an email. 

In an interview, Associate Forest Service Chief Mary Wagner expected the partial hiring freeze to last a few more 
weeks as managers t ry to dovetail fiscal 2012 funding projections with workforce needs. They are also having to 
factor in the possible consequences of an early retirement program announced in May, she said. 

Under a spending bill approved in June by the Republican-controlled House, the Forest Service would take an 11 
percent cut next year. But the Democrat-controlled Senate has yet to weigh in on that legislation or most other 
appropriations bills. 

Although nothing will happen before lawmakers return early next month from their August break, a battle is already 
rumbling over GOP plans to use some of the spending bills to target policies they oppose. Among them: the Health 
and Human Services Department's implementation of last year's health care legislation and the Environmental 
Protection Agency's efforts to regulate greenhouse gas emissions. 

For HHS, a shutdown is "absolutely" possible if lawmakers reach a deadlock over the legislation that funds the 
department, former Rep. Tom Davis, R-Va., now director of federal government affairs at Deloitte & Touche LLP, said 
last week. 

Although Davis estimated the odds of that at less than 50-50, he added that "in divided government, that's one of the 
most contentious bills." 

Congress could also go to the brink over legislation covering EPA, said Manik Roy, vice president for federal 
government outreach at the Pew Center on Global Climate Change. \Mlile predicting that the Obama administration 
wi\I "hang tough," Roy sees the bill at> Republicans' best chance of getting policy changes they want. 

Questions abound about 2013 

Meanwhile, agencies are supposed to be putting the finishing touches on their 2013 budget requests, normally due 
to OMB by Sept. 12, said Thad Juszczak, a former federal budget officer. Ui1il OMB officials provide some 
guidance, however, "you can't expect that to happen," he said. 

OMB spokespersons did not reply to requests for information on their plans. 

Other effects of a 2012 continuing resolution could end up buried in budgetary fine print. Although the debt ceiling 
legislation included extra money for college Pell Grants, the Education Department program could nonetheless end 
up short by $1 .5 billion if the CR lasts all year, said Jack Jemings, president of the Cel1eron Education Policy, a 
nonpartisan policy and research organization. 

Agencies are soldiering on. "We're doing what we know how to do to produce the best budget we can by Sept. 12," 
said Todd Grams, chief financial officer at the Veterans Affairs Department. 

One cushion for VA is that its vast health care system is funded a year in advance, meaning that it won't be affected 
by a continuing resolution, Grams said. He declined to discuss the assumptions the department is using in 
assembling its 2013 budget. 

Meanwhile, the Forest Service is working conservatively off this year's budget in order to have the flexibility to act on 
whatever comes out of Congress and OMB, \/Vagner said. 

But financial managers also face the reality that the budget crunch will last for years to come. The Justice 
Department's Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, for example, is trying to "right-size" its 
workforce to support the job it has to do, CFO Vivian Michalic said. 

Plans to open 14 offices along the southwest border - funded by several special appropriations from Congress -
have been scaled back to nine, and the agency is looking to cut 400 positions by September 2012. 

Short-term cost-cutting moves - such as curtailing vehicle purchases for ATF special agents - "are really 
unsustainable in the long term ." she said. 
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Effects of fire retardant on environment assessed 

By EVE BYRON Independent Record I Posted: Sunday, May 15, 2011 12:00 am 

The U .S. Forest Service is proposing a few changes. but wants to continue using retardant to slow the spread of wildfires, according to a draft environmental impact statement released for public 
comment Friday. 

Glen Stein, who put together the 370-page draft EIS, said they' re already working with individual forests where retardant is used to map areas where threatened or endangered plants, fish and animals 
are present and they will try to avoid those areas. 

They're also proposing to limit the use of retardant in waterways unless it's needed for the protection of human life; previously, it also could be applied when the potential damage to natural resources 
outweighed the possible loss of aquatic life and when alternative fire line consllllction tactics aren ' t available. Already, the Forest Service tries to avoid using retardant within 300 fc:et of waterways. 

The Forest Service also said it would stan to annuaUy monitor 5 percent of fires on less than 300 acres where retardant has been applied to determine whether any adverse eftects occurred, and if so, 
what to do in the fucure. In addition, they've laid out steps to take in case of misapplications. 

"We feel this docs a better job of protecting sensitive resources while allowing us to meet our obligations to protect people and property, and do so safely," Stein said on Friday, adding that their 
preferred alternative now is different than what they initially proposed, based on initial public comments. "Now we' re waiting to sec what the public thinks." 

The draft EIS is the result of a July 2010 decision by U.S. District Court Judge Donald Molloy, who directed the Forest Service to follow national environmental policies and prepare an EIS to outline 
the impacts on p lants, animals and fish after dropping the retardant. The Forest Employees for Environmental Ethics had fi led a lawsuit in 2008, alleging the retardant, which includes ammonia-based 
fertilizer, is toxic to fish and threatens rare plants. 

Molloy ruled in July 20 l 0 that it "is probable that substantial questions are raised hereas to the environmental impact of the annual dumping of millions of gallons of chemical retardant on national 
forests." Last month, he ordered the federal government to pay $95,000 to FEEE for court costs and attorney's fees. 

In a press release, Forest Service Chief Tom Tidwell defended the use of the retardant, and noted that from 2000 through 2010 it was applied only on about 8 percent of wildfires on National Forest 
lands. In addition. during the past decade, on lands managed by the Forest Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, and the states, only one of every 5,000 retardant drops has impacted waterways. 

"The use of fire retardant, in concert with firefighters on the ground, allows the Forest Service to safely protect landscapes, resources and, most importantly, people's lives," Tidwell said. "Research and 
experience demonstrate that aerially applied fire retardant, used in an appropriate manner, reduces wildfire intensity and the rate of spread, which increases the effectiveness of our fire suppression 
efforts on the ground." 

But Andy Stahl, FEEE c:xecutivc: director, argues that the Forest Service's rcsc:arch in laboratories can't be applied to real wildfire conditions, where heavy winds often created by the fire can make it 
rapidly spread. After a quick read of the draft ETS, Stahl said what was important to him was what the document didn't include. 

"The Forest Service makes no effort to show that fire retardant use changes the outcome ofwildlires in terms of houses destroyed, lives threatened or acres burned," Stahl said. "Tables in the drat\ EIS 
show scores of national forests use no retardant - never did - and they don't show any different outcomes. They don't sutler from lack of that." 

He added that while acknowledging the environmental harm, the document also doesn't calculate any significant benefits. 

"I think they're going to be compelled to do somewhat better than this," Stahl said. "If they' re proposing to build a dam or highway, or log a forest, there are some environmental downsides but also 
some kind of economic pluses. What the Forest Service has not done is told us what the pluses are when using the retardant." 

He added that state firefighting agencies, like those in Florida and Texas, don't use retardant on wilclfues and there's no significant difference. In the West, though, he said it's often used on fucs on 
federal lands. 

"Jn Florida and Texas, where forest fires arc ubiquitous, retardant isn't used because the federal government isn't paying for it because they don't have federal national forests," Stahl said. "This is a 
federal boondoggle. State firefighting agencies without the federal treasury behind them never found retardant to be cost effective, and that the benefits outweigh the costs." 
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Stein said they plan to continue to use retardant on wildfires this summer, and Tidwell will decide what course to follow after the final ETS is completed. The ETS must be completed by 2011, under 
Molloy's ruling. 

"We don' t know what wiJI happen next year," Stein said. "It depends on how this is received by the court." 

The release of the draft environmental impact statement begins a 45-day public comment period, and it can be found in this story online al hclcnJir.com. 

Reporter Eve Byron: 447-4076 or eve b)ronghekn<11r.com 
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Tidwell appears poised to stay on with Forest Service 
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U.S. Forest Service ChlefTom Tidwell, left, talks with former Seeley Lake District Ranger Tim Love during a conference in Missoula last 
summer. Tidwell has led the Forest Service since 2009 and appears interested In retaining his post after Donald Trump assumes the 
presidency. 

U.S. Forest Service Chief Tom Tidwell has not announced any intention to retire with the coming change of presidential administrations, which is 

another way of saying he appears to intend to continue in the job he's got. 

"We can't speculate on the chiefs intentions," Forest Service spokesman Byron James said on Monday. "He is a career employee, not a political 

appointee. There is no need to reapply for the position when an administration changes. As a career employee, he will continue to serve." 

Tidwell was Region 1 Forester headquartered in Missoula before taking the job of chief of the Forest Service in 2009. That position reports to the 

undersecretary of Agriculture, which reports to the Secretary of Agriculture - a member of the president's cabinet. Both the secretary and 

undersecretary positions are appointed positions that receive Senate confirmation. 

"Once the secretary and undersecretary are appointed, if they want to make a change, they do. And in most cases, the chief decides to retire," 

said Dale Bosworth, himself both a former Forest Service chief and Region 1 forester. The incoming administration can put them in a different 

job, and who wants to do that? 

"My guess with Tom is he would stay for a while. and if he's asked to leave, he'd leave," Bosworth continued. "I think he'd welcome the 

opportunity to work with the new administration. He's a career Forest Service employee. Whether you're a Republican or a Democrat, you want 

to do the best job for the Forest Service." 

President-elect Donald Trump is reportedly considering Idaho Gov. Butch Otter for Secretary of Agriculture after earlier speculation faded about 

appointing North Dakota Democratic Sen. Heidi Heitkamp. Other people in contention for the Agriculture post include Nebraska businessman 

Charles Herbster, former Deputy Agriculture Secretary Chuck Conner, Kansas Gov. Sam Brownback, former governors Sonny Perdue of Georgia 

and Dave Heineman of Nebraska, and Texas Secretary of Agriculture Sid Miller. 

http://missoulian.com/reNs/local/tidwel l-appears-poised-to-stay-on-with-forest-service/article_Oaefe417-efbb-5c~88b4-97f40fe60192.html 1/3 
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Neither of Montana's senators, Democrat Jon Tester or Republican Steve Daines, had any update on Monday on who might get sent to the 

Capitol for cabinet confirmation. 

"As the new administration takes shape. it's critical that whoever heads up the Forest Service understand that Montana's forests are economic 

drivers for timber, conservation and recreation," Tester wrote in an email. "I will continue to work with whoever heads up the agency to improve 

forest management and fix the way we pay to fight wildfires." 

Get news headlines sent daily to your inbox 

• Email Sign Up! 

Tester added he was pleased at Tidwell's recent decision to restore trail maintenance funds slated for cuts, but was frustrated at a slow response 

from the Forest Service when it comes to getting the farm bill forestry projects off the ground. 

"I have confidence that President-elect Trump will actively support robust solutions needed to increase forest jobs and improve forest health in 

Montana," Daines wrote in an email Monday afternoon. 

Tidwell has worked in the Forest Service for 38 years. 

MORE INFORMATION 

Daines calls for litigation, logging changes in energy bill 

Forest Service chief looks to partnerships for forest management 

Forest stakeholders round up Montana ideas at workshop 
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